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The nature of the spinal neural circuitry responsible for the production of mammalian

locomotion has not been well elucidated. A number of researchers have challenged the

suitability of a half-centre organization for the production of a complex motor output

observed during locomotion. The output of the locomotor pattern generator was studied using

recordings of lumbar motoneurones and hindlimb electroneurograms during fictive locomotion

evoked by electrical stimulation of the mesencephalic locomotor region (MLR). Analysis of

the temporal relationships between motoneurones during pair-wise recordings and between

motoneurones and electroneurograms revealed that the complex, multipartite motor pattern

was consistent \¡iith bipartite organization of the rhythm generator. Pair-wise records of flexor

and extensor lumbar motoneurones verifïed the existence of a pre-motoneuronal output

circuit based upon reciprocal inhibition, termed the reciprocity module.

Periodic mechanical stimulation of peripheral afferents has been demonstrated to

entrain the locomotor rhythm. The specific set of peripheral structures housing the affe¡ents

capable of mediating locomotor entrainment, as well as the specific type of entrainment

mediating afferent has not been established. The first series of experiments was conducted

to determine the type of afferent involved in entrainment. In this series mechanically imposed

sinusoidal hip motion was applied during MLR evoked fictive locomotion. Progressive

afferent denervation was used to reveal that a variety of muscles spanning the hip were

capable of mediating locomotor entrainment. The hip joint capsular afferents were shown to

be non-obligatory for the entrainment response. The second series of experiments used

periodic electrical stimulation of peripheral nerves innervating hindlimb muscles. Entrainment

was observed with stimulation intensities consistent with group Ib activation. Entrainment

was mediated low threshold afferents arising from muscles spanning the hip, knee and ankle.

The bipartite or half-centre organized rhythm generating circuitry must receive group

Ib afferent information converging from the entire hindlimb for regulation of step cycle

frequenry. The identification of interneurons interposed in these pathways will aid in further

exploration of the neuronal circuitry responsible for locomotor pattern generator.

A.bsúracú
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lntroducúion

Over the past century, the underþing neural organization responsible for the

production of mammalian locomotion has not been well elucidated (Pearson, 1987). A

number of basic organizational schemes have been postulated (Brown 1911, Kling and

Szekely, 1968, Lundberg, 1981, Edgerton, Grillner, Sjostrom, Zangger,7976,61lner, 1981,

Miller and Scott, 1977, Pearson and Duysens, 7976, Cabelguen, Orsal, Perret and Zattara,

L981, Perret, 1983, Perret and Cabelguen, 1980, Jordan, L983, Jordan, Brownstone, Kriellaars,

Noga, 1986). Only one of the schemes has been refuted (Miller and Scott, 7977) as tbe

primary rhythm generating component of the locomotor pattern generator. The remaining

proposed organizations await further data for delineation of the most appropriate scheme. A

prevailing controversy regards the potential refutation of one of the original schemes for the

neural control of locomotion, the half-centre organization (Brown, 1911, Lundberg, 198L).

The first part of the review of lite¡ature will briefly discuss the relevant issues concerning the

half-centre hypothesis and proposed alternative organizations.

The second part of the review of literature will discuss perturbation of the ongoing

locomotor rhythm by mechanical and electrical peripheral stimulation. Characterization of the

frequency and amplitude responses of the locomotor system to perturbation can yield

important information and insights into the basic organization of the locomotor pattern

generator (Pavlidis, 1973, Schoner and Kelso, 1988). In addition, the peripheral perturbation

approach can be used for the identification of specific peripheral systems which can influence

rhythm or amplitude of locomotion. Consequently, the identified afferents can be used to

probe the cellular make-up of the neural mechanism responsible for the production of

locomotor rhythm.
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R.evÍew of Literature

A. Locomotor Fattern GeneratÍon

Brown (7917,1914) conducted a series of experiments on cats in reaction to the view

postulated by Sherrington (1910), that the act of progression was the result of a

proprioceptive mechanism which consecutively and alternately triggered the flexion and

extension reflex pathwa5æ. fn Brown's experiments (1911, 1914) the animals were spinalized

at the thoracic level and a rhizotomy was performed to produce a de-afferented preparation.

The nerves to gastrocnemius and tibialis anterior muscles were maintained. Brown observed

three states of ankle flexor and extensor muscle activation after spinalization. The first period

entailed a tonic level of activity in the flexor muscle with intermittent periods of relaxation.

The second period involved regular and alternate activation of the antagonistic pair of ankle

muscles. The third period involved prolonged periods of inactivity in the flexorwith sustained

periods of extensor contraction with short flexor contractions interposed. Based on these

observations and the observation of Sherrington (1910) that complete spinal rhizotomy did

not impair progression in intact animals, Brown concluded that the act of progression was of

central origln and that the rhythm resulted from a property of the interconnections of

antagonistic nerve cells. Further, he stated that the alternate activation of flexor and extensor

muscles arose f¡om paired antagonistic half-centres with the spinal cord. One half-centre

"determines a state of maintained flexion and a concomitant state of maintained inhibition of

extension, while the other [half-centre] dete¡mines a state of maintained extension and a

1. Half-centre Hypothesis
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concomitant state of inhibition of flexionn. The basic organization of the paired half-centres

involved efferent neurons which excited the effector organs (muscle) and a reciprocal

inhibitory interaction between the flexor and extensor efferent neurons- Brown (L9t4)

suggested that the mutual inhibition between æntres arose from recurrent collate¡als from

the efferent neurons based upon morphological evidence of spinal cord cells. However, Brown

was attentive to the possibility that interposed interneurons might function in the reciprocal

inhibitory pathway between half-centres. In order to account for the production of

alternating activity from the paired half-centres, a state of "fatigue" was presumed for each

centre. This fatigue destroyed the balance between centres allowing the expression of activity

from one centre. "Fatigue" resulted in decreased inhibitory efficacy from one centre to the

other followed by "rebound" activation of the disinhibited centre. Successive "fatigue" and

"reboundn would result in rhythmic alternation. Brown suggested that the central mechanism

alone was not sufficient to produce locomotion over uneven terrain. Brown suggested that

the proprioceptive and exteroceptive systems would act as regulative but not causative

mechanisms to grade individual component movements to temporary exigencies of the

environment. Brown stipulated that the important characteristic of the central mechanism was

its paired nature. He reserved judgement on the actual number of paired half-centres

servicing a single limb or both of the hindlimbs.

A neuronal circuit was localized in the lumbar spinal cord by Jankowska, Jukes, Lund

and Lundberg (7967a,b) which possessed the primary characteristics of the half-centre

organization postulated by Brown (7971., 1914). This neuronal circuit was evident after

intravenous application of L-3,4-dihydroryphenylalanine (L-Dopa) in the acute spinal cat and

consisted of mutual inhibition between interneurons exciting flexor and extensor

motoneurones. The flexion reflex aflerents (FRA) projected onto the excitatory interneurons
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of the circuit, the ipsilateral FRA onto the flexor related excitatory interneurons and the

contralateral FRA onto the extensor related excitatory interneurons. In addition, Ia inhibitory

interneurons were added into the circuit providing a reciprocally organized and direct

inhibitory action to motoneurones, The evidence for the LDopa network is well reviewed

by Lundberg (1981) and will not be presented here. Lundberg (1981) discussed the potential

role for this circuitry in the production of locomotion. Lundberg (1981) stated that flexor and

extensor motoneurones receive an alternating synaptic drive originating from the half-centre

circuitry. This drive is moulded by additional interposed ci¡cuits which are either under reflex

control or centrally determined to produce the complex, motor output pattern observed

during locomotion.

Jordan (1983) integrated the half-centre circuitry (Jankowska, Jukes, Lund and

Lundberg l967a,b), aspects of the Miller and Scott model (1977) and descending control

information into an overall locomotor control scheme responsible for production of

alternating inhibitory and excitatory drive to motoneurones. The underþing rhythmic

variations in motoneurone membrane potential observed during locomotion were termed

locomotor drive potentials (LDPs), by analory to respiratory drive potentials (Jordan, 1983).

Experiments were undertaken to examine the contribution of Renshaw cells and Ia inhibitory

interneurons to locomotor pattern generation (Jamal, Noga, Shefchyþ Jordan, L982, Pratt and

Jordan, L980, Noga, Shefchyk, Jamal, Jordan, 1987). The authors concluded that the inhibition

from Renshaw cells and Ia inhibitory interneurons were non-obligatory components of the

central pattern generator for locomotion. These evaluations permitted the exclusion of the

Renshaw-IalN circuitry from the locomotor pattern generator model and retained the half-

centre organization under descending control.



Edgerton, Grillner, Sjostrom and Zangger (7976) postulated that a half-centre

organization could not fully account for the complex, locomotor output pattern. They stated

that the locomotor generator for one limb is dividable into a number of sub-components.

Based upon the observations that EMG activity in one nerve can show tonic discharge while

others clearly have phasic locomotor activity on that EMG activity in one or more nerves is

absent while others exhibit locomotor-related phasic discharge, and based upon the ENG or

EMG activity from bifunctional motor pools represented by ST and EDB, they stated that the

output pattern is more complex than simple alternation between flexors and extensors. Stein

(1985) has utilized the terms, bipartite, tripartite and multipartite to describe rhythmic motor

programs. He states "If every other muscle active during the motor program had an activity

pattern that began and ended in strict coincidence with one member of the reference agonist-

antagonist pair, then the motor program would have a strictly bipartite organization." Any

violation of this definition requires a multipartite organization. Other authors have concurred

with this statement and found that locomotion in a variety of animals shows a complex,

multipartite motor output pattern (Grillner andZangger,1975, Jacobsen and Hollyday,7982

and for others see Grillner, 1981). What this statement asserts about the fundamental

organization of the locomotor pattern generator is unclear. Based upon characterizations of

the motor output it is possible to concoct a wide variety of circuits capable of reproducing the

same locomotor output pattern. The identification of the actual circuit requires selective

refutation of alternative circuits or electrophysiological methods which entails intracellular

recording of neurons participating in pattern generation (Getting 1981, 1983).

Instead of modiffing or appending circuits to the half-centre organization, Edgerton,

2.Unit Burst Generator Hypothesis
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Grillner, Sjostrom andZangger (1976) dispensed with the half-centre organization as a circuit

responsible for the production of locomotor pattern. In place they presented a schematic in

which the reciprocally organized, half-centre circuitry was intercalated between the locomotor

pattern generator and the motoneurones. For the locomotor pattern generator itself,

Edgerton and coworkers (1976) postulated a unit generator concept whereby each group of

muscles acting about a joint would be controlled by an individual unit generator. The unit

generators for an entire limb would be coupled together by excitatory and inhibitory

connections. The unit generators responsible for hip muscle activation would be coupled

bilaterally, allowing for synchronous (gallop) and alternating gait (walk). These authors did

not elaborate on the nature of the generator circuitry within each unit generator or indicate

the specific location of connectivity between the unit generators. The unit generator scheme

has continued to be advocated by Grillner (1981, 1985) and Grillner and Dubuc (1988). The

primary argument forwarded for the dismissal of a half-centre organization was still that "the

spinal cord circuitry is capable of producing a more complex locomotor pattern than a mere

alternation between flexor and extensor activity".

In 1985, Grillner suggested that the original unit generator model (Edgerton, Grillner,

Sjostrom and Zangge4 1976) should be further reticulated into flexion and extension unit

burst generators for each joint. The flexion and extension unit burst generators at a joint were

coupled by mutual inhibition. A pair of generators existed for each major joint of the

hindlimb (hip, knee, ankle, foot) with a special unit burst generator for EDB. The paired joint

unit burst generators were interconnected by inhibitory and excitatory pathways. Each pair

of unit burst generators would be responsible for activation of synergistic muscle groups about

a joint. Grillner (1985) stated that the with-in limb interconnection of the unit burst

generators would allow for continuous phase adjustments between hip, knee and ankie
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mr¡sculature, as well as double burst activity of bifunctional motor pools. This multiple, paired

structure based upon mutual inhibition is compatible with the half-centre concept postulated

by Brown (1911, 1914) and is consistent with the organization of the LDopa circuitry

(Jankowska, Jukes, Lund and Lundberg, l967a,b).Indeed, Brown (1911.' 1914) and others

(Smith, 1985) have postulated that the half-centre organization may be separated on a joint

basis. Due to the black box nature of the underþing circuitry responsible for oscillation in

each unit generator, the apparent similarities and differences of the unit burst generator

scheme to the half-centre organization remain open. Further, since the connections to

motoneurones are not explicit in the unit burst generator model, it is unknown how the

proposed pre-motoneuronal output circuit based upon reciprocal inhibition is interposed

between the unit burst generators and the motoneurones.

Half-centre and Unit Burst Generator Organizations

Lundberg (1981) argued that the patterns of motor output observed during

locomotion were wholly consistent with the half-centre hypothesis citing that even though

there was a multipartite pattern, a division of the step cycle into two parts, flexor and

extensor was still fitting. Lundberg (1981) explained that a alternating background

intracellular drive to flexor and extensor motoneurones w¿ts derived from the half-centre

circuitry and that variations in the discharge of motoneurones, in particular bifunctional

motoneurones like ST, were accomplished by specialized circuits interposed between the half-

centres and the motoneurones. These specialized circuits would provide additional drive to

these motoneurones at specific periods during the step cycle based upon descending input,

afferent signals or arise entirely from central mechanisms- Thus, a comple4 multipartite
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pattern could be achieved with the addition of these specialized circuits to the half-centre

organization. In other words, there was no need to dispense with the half-centre organization.

Grillner (1985) apparently misunderstood or failed to acknowledge the entirety of Lundberg's

concept that beyond the half-centre cÍrcuifry, either an additional reflex or central

mechanis¡n could be responsible for complex activify pattern, when he stated

"A prediction from this hypothesis pundberg's half-centre hypothesis is that,

if the afferent input from a limb is removed, all flexors and extensors in this

limb should be activated ín strict alternation. Grillner and Zangger (L975,

1984) tested the hypothesis and found that after transection of the afferents

for a given limb, the motor output still remained complex ... Thus Lundberg's

half-centre hypothesis has to be rejected."

This quote reveals an unfortunate misunderstanding of Lundberg's position on the half-centre

organization, especially since Lundberg did not make explicit statements regarding the

reduction of locomotor activity to mere alternation after deafferentation or that only reflex

actions could account for the complex motor output. Certainly, a more fitting conclusion

would be that a reflex mechanism can not entirely account for the multipartite pattern.

Therefore it is entirely possible that a central mechanism interposed between the bipartite

half-centre rhythm generator and the motoneurones could be responsible for production of

the complex motor outPut.

Currently, locomotor pattern generation is an operational term describing a neuronal

mechanism housed in the spinal cord which is capable of producing a behaviour characterized

by a stereotypical periodic motor output pattern. The concept of locomotor pattern

generation has an implicit requirement for a rhythm generating component. Beyond the

rhythm generator circuit, additional circuits for extra functions must be added explicitly. A
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number of authors (for example Lennard and Hermanson, 1985, Lundberg, 1981) have

postulated that the LPG is hierarchicaþ organized with a primary timing or rhythm

generating circuit which controls underlying circuits responsible for intracycle motor pattern

or reflex pathway modulation. This proposed separation of the LPG confounds the use of

simple observations of motor output to derive central organization. Grillner and Stein have

used the observation of a multipartite motor pattern in an attempt to refute the half-centre

organization postulated by T.G. Brown (191.1, 1914) and fostered by Lundberg (1981).

Lundberg (1981) attempted to rejuvenate the half-centre hypothesis by a rebuttal of

comments and observations made by S. Grillner. Lundberg stated that an alternating

depolarization is conveyed by interneurons from the Dopa (half-centre) network directly upon

motoneurones. The multipartite pattern would then be derived from circuits which add or

modiff the actions of the central generator. Specifically, the modifìcations would arise from

'captured' reflex pathways or by another central mechanism coupled to the half-centre

generator. Since the complex, multipartite pattern is clearly observed in the paraþed animals

exhibiting locomotor-like phasic discharge of peripheral bifunctional muscle nerves the former

reflex based explanation is not entirely satisfactory. This then points to a central mechanism,

although, there is no doubt that reflex participation is crucial in adaptive or ¡eactive responses

to unexpected perturbations (Forssberg, L979,Penet, 1985) and shaping ongoing locomotor

responses.

The Dopa network (Jankowksa, Jukes, Lund, Lundberg, 1967a,1967b) was postulated

as a subserving circuit within the spinal stepping generator since it was capable of producing

a strictly alternating motor output pattern. This supposition, however, did not speciff the role

that the Dopa ci¡cuit provided to the stepping generator. A rh¡hm generating capacity has

most often been applied or implied (for instance, Lundberg, 1981). A half-centre organized
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rhythm generating circuit could be interconnected to a set of pattern shaping circuits which

t¡ansforms the bipartite rhythm signal into a multipartite output pattern. Thus, the

observation of a multipartite output pattern is not necessarily a contradiction to the notion

that a half-centre organization (possibly the Dopa network) contributes to locomotor pattern

generation. In this sense, the rhythm generating component of the LPG would be bipartite

adhering to Stein's definition at the intracellular level. The pattern shaping circuits would

have a multipartite organization consistent with motor output pattern.

Pearson and Duysens (1976) proposed an as)rmmetric model, the "swing generator

systemn, as an underþing organization responsible for the production of mammalian

locomotion based upon the following observations; 1) there is an asymmetry in the

duration of swing and stance phase during the step cycle and that the swing phase duration

remains relatively constant with changes in step cycle duration,2) phasic flexor activity can

occur in the absence of phasic extensor activity in both cats and cockroaches during

locomotion, and 3) flexor activity can be observed in the absence of extensor activity, extensor

bursts tend to be released after flexor bursts but not the reverse. In addition, bifunctional

muscles such as sartorius, which have extensor and flexor nerve activity only exhibit flexor

activity when the animal is paralysed indicating that a peripheral feedback mechanism is

employed to produce the extensor activity. In the swing generator, an interneuronal burst

generator excites the flexor motoneurones while inhibiting the extensor- The extensor

motoneurone and the swing generator are under constant excitatory drive from the

descending command system. Load responsive receptors activated during stance have positive

3. Flexor Burst Generator
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feedback on extensor motoneurones and negative feedback on the swing generator. The swing

generator receives excitatory input from limb position receptors. The asymmetric alternation

between flexors and extensors results f¡om reflex interaction, post-inhibitory rebound of the

extensor motoneurones, and the central command input.

Recent data indicates that the relationship between flexor burst duration and step

cycle duration during straight locomotion is significant but has a small slope when compared

to the extensor burst duration (Grillner and Dubuc, 1988, Grillner, Halbertsma, Nilsson and

Thorstensso n, 1979, Griltner and Zangger, 19&1) and that the swing or flexor phase duration

must necessarily covary with step cycle duration for baclovard locomotion (Thorstensson,

1986) and when negotiating a turn during locomotion (Forssberg, Grillner, Halbertsma and

Rossignol, 1980). During fictive locomotion, it has been observed that the flexor burst

duration can strongly ævary with step cycle duration (Jordan, Brownstone, Noga, Kriellaars,

1986) indicating that a peripheral mechanism is not necessarily involved in modulation of the

swing phase duration. In order to account for swing phase duration variations observed during

the various forms of locomotion, the addition of a mechanism which alters the swing

generator periodicitywould be required. AIso, without the aid of intracellular recording during

inactive periods of extensor activity, it is difficult to determine the underþing synaptic drive

in extensor motoneurones. Thus, the absence of extracellular extensor activity can not be used

to rule out the occurrence of rhythmic or phasic sub-threshold synaptic drive in the extensor

motoneurones. Also, it has been shown that in the absence of phasic afferent feedback,

bifunctional motor units still exhibit biphasic activity patterns (Kriellaars, Noga, Brownstone

and Jordan, 1987). These findings are not conducive to a flexor burst o¡ swing generator

model in its present form. However, the asymmetry betrveen flexor and extensor phase

duration during straight locomotion is an important feature of locomotion. The neural
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mechanism which produces this relatively stable flexor phase duration is unknown and

certainly may involve a flexor burst generator, However, this s*ing or flexor burst generator

should incorporate a mechanism to alter swing phase duration observed during other forms

of locomotion, even in the absence of peripheral feedback When these additions are made

to the flexor burst generator model we arrive at a model which is not substantially different

from the half-centre model where the central, descending and peripheral control has equal

aress to both of the half-centres.

Perret and Cabelguen (L976) examined the temporal relationship and bunting activity

of the semitendinosus (ST) muscle and nerve during treadmill and fÏctive locomotion. The ST

EMG activity was biphasic, with an extensor burst and an abbreviated flexor burst which

either preceded or coincided with the tibialis anterior burst. The ST burst never continued

for the entire flexor phase unless tonic tactile stimulation or movement opposition was

present. They concluded that the origin of the biphasic ST activity was derived from both the

central extensor drive for the extensor burst and an indirect facilitation of a reflex pathway

by flexion reflex afferents or by altered central states.

In an elaboration on their earlier work, Perret and Cabelguen (1980) further

characterued the activity patterns of bifunctional muscles in acute decorticate cats. They

primarily examined ST, EDB, Sart, and RF and observed multi-phasic activity with the

amplitude of certain membrane potential phases dependent upon tonic afferent inflow. For

knee flexor, hip extensor muscles (ST, PB, & tenuissimus) activity was primarily extensor with

a short flexor burst. A similar pattern was observed for the posterior group of distal

4. Locomotor Activity of Bifunctional Motor Units
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bifunctional muscles (FDL, Ft{L and FDB). The knee e)rtensor, hip flexor rectus femoris

muscle had activity which could vary between pure extensor and pure flexor, including a

mixed activity pattern. The distal bifunctional muscle, EDB, w¿¡s active during the late flexor

phase and throughout the extensor phase. They concluded that pluriarticular muscles exhibit

actMty which reflects their proximal action based on their Ia interactions, ¿ts well as activity

related to their distal action based on their flexor reflex input. They proposed a schematic

organization of the output circuit for locomotion which accounted for the observed patterns.

Interestingly, they stated that "the rhythm generator is probably functionally separated from

the output network, since there is no close relation between the frequenry and the internal

organization [amplitude of motor output] of the cycle.'

The experiments of Perret and coworkers during the early 1980s resulted in the

proposal that the complex pattern of bifunctional motor unit activity could be produced by

reflex interaction at the output stage of a bipartite rhythm generator or by central modulation

of the reflex pathways (Cabelguen, Orsal, Perret and Zattara,l98I, Perret, 1983, Perret and

Cabelguen, 1980). The central portion of the FRA reflex pathways would superimpose

synaptic effects on top of the synaptic action of the rhythm generator. The FRA system

disynaptically excited motoneurones with flexor bursts (such as ST) and disynaptically

inhibited motoneurones with mixed extensor and flexor activity (such as rectus femoris). The

FRA input was modulated and possibly driven by outputs of the rhythm generator, the flexor

porrion of the rhythm generator would raise the excitability of the ERA input while the

extensor portion would diminish the excitability of the FRA input. Given FRA input during

locomotion, this system would allow for the production of six distinct, efferent synaptic

patterns which would account for activity patterns of flexors, extensors, extensors with flexor

activity (ST), flexors with extensor activity (rectus femoris), posterior, distal bifunctional
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muscles (FDL, FI{L, FDB) and anterior distal bifunctional muscles (EDB, EDL, peroneus

brevis and tertius). Perret stated that "the synaptic input on motoneurones gives further

support to the hypothesis that the output network can transform simple alternating influences

into complex efferent activities ... resulting from afferent and descending influences on the

output networkn However, the necessity of reflex interaction as a primary explanation of

bifunctional motor unit activity has been down-played since bifunctional motoneurones exhibit

the complex, biphasic activity patterns devoid of phasic afferent input during fictive

locomotion (Kriellaars, Brownstone, Noga, Jordan, f987). A more likely explanation is that

the central mechanism is sufficient to produce the complex motor output but that the

peripheral input provides a reinforcing interaction with the central drive.

The action of flexor digitorum longus (FDL) during locomotion has been shown to

consist of both an extensor and flexor component unlike its strict anatomical synergist, flexor

hallucis longus (FI{L). Flexor digitorum longus is a strict anatomical synergist with flexor

hallucis longus, as well as sharing strong Ia monosynaptic projections (Fleschman, læv Tov

and Burke, 1984) but it has a differential activity pattern during locomotion. In intact,

decerebrate and decerebrate, paralysed cats, the FDL activity pattern during locomotion has

been shown to include a short, high amplitude burst during the initial flexion phase and a

variable extensor related burst (O'Donovan, Pinter, Dum and Burke, L982, Fleschman, Lev-

Tov and Burke, 1984). Fleschman, Lev-Tov and Burke (1984) stated that the FDL "activity

pattern [is] more complex than a simple oscillation in phase with stance or swing portion of

the step cycle" which prompted them to conclude that the "data seems most readily

interpreted in terms of a more highly differentiated CPG of the sort proposed by Grillner and

colleagues [the unit burst generator model]".

Using cross and self-reinnervation paradigm on the FDL and soleus muscles,
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O'Donovan, Pinter, Dum and Burke (1982) examined the activity pattern of FDL and soleus

during treadmill locomotion. They found that EMG activity to be dependent upon the nature

of the innenating motor unit and not upon the myotrophic respecification of the motor unit-

Furthermore, they found in both FDL cross-reinnverated soleus muscle and FDL self-

reinnervated muscle a short burst of activity immediately after toe-off (start of flexion), as

well as a variable amount of activity during stance ranging from quiescent to substantial

activity during faster rates of locomotion.

Intracellular recordings of FDL cells during locomotion have revealed that the

synaptic drive to these motoneurones reflects the same basic biphasic pattern as the ENG or

EMGdata (Schmidt, Meyers, Fleshman, Tokuriki, and Burke, 1988). The membrane potential

exhibits two phases of depolarization, one corresponding to the entire extension phase and

one brief rapid depolarization at the onset of flexion followed by a period of

hyperpolarizationfor the remainder of the flexion phase. In addition, these researchers found

an excitatory pathway from the superficial peroneal nerve which exhibited modulation related

to fluctuations in the membrane potential of FDL motoneurones during locomotion. They

suggested that the last order excitatory interneurons interposed in this pathway may be

functionally recruited by the locomotor pattern generator for the generation of locomotor

drive potentials.

Recently, Hamm (i990) has shown that EDL can be differentially characterized from

FHL based on recunent inhibitory interaction with motoneurones projecting to leg muscles.

He demonstrated; i) the existence of recurrent effects from the TA pool onto FDL but not

FHL motoneurones, ii) larger recurrent IPSPs in LG-S and Pl f¡om FIIL than FDL, and iii)

larger recurrent IPSPs from stimulation of LG-S, Pl and MG in FHL than FDL. In other

words, the FDL Mn pool has a recurrent inhibitory organization more closely akin to flexor
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locomotor activity patterns found for FDL and FHL.

In the examination of cutaneous reflex modulation during locomotion, Schomburg,

Beh¡ends and Steffens (1981) found a special situation for FDL motoneurones. In all other

motoneurones tested, cutaneous evoked EPSPs were favoured during active phases of

motoneurones while IPSPs were favoured during inactive phases. The early IPSP elicited in

FDL tended to increase during the active phase (exension), a pattern reversed to that of

other evoked IPSPs. This represents a further unique reflex connection to the FDL

motoneurone pool which difÏerentiates it from F[IL.

These unique pathways (Schomburg, Behrends, Steffens, 1981, Hamm,7990, Schmidt,

Meyers, Fleshman, Tokuriki, Burke, 1988) found for the FDL motor pool may be

incorporated into the locomotor pattern generator or reflect a similar LPG organization

which may explain the differential activity pattern of EDL.

Baev (1978) examined the rhythmic activity of the nerves supp$ng the hindlimb of

the cat during fictive locomotion. FDL and FHL activitywas restricted to the extension phase,

whereas EDB and Peroneus Tertius activity could be found during both the flexion and

extension, specifically during the entire extension phase and during the latter three quarters

of flexion. Posterior biceps and semitendinosus activitywas variable depending upon the state

of fictive locomotion, but was usually found during both extension phase and the early portion

of flexion. Based upon these observations Baev concluded that the results favoured the half-

centre hypothesis forwarded by Brown in 1911 in which all the extensors of one limb receive

common activation during extension, as do all the flexors during flexion. Baev attributed the

complex activity pattern of EDB and peroneus tertius nerves to enhanced complexity of

connections to these motoneurones from the half-centres, rather than rejecting the half-centre

L6

the



hypothesis.

SUMMARY

A number of models have been forwarded to explain the locomotor output patterns

observed. These models have relied heavily upon the categoiuation of the motor activity into

various phases, especially with regard to biphasic activity of FDL, PB and ST nerves. There

is a lack of research related to the examination of the underlying synaptic drive in

motoneurones during locomotion and the comparison of the synaptic drive to motor output

patterns. The lack of consensus regarding the interpretation of the complex, multipartite

output during locomotion may stem from the fact that the researchers are employing different

definitions and terminology relating to the locomotor pattern generator. A rigorous

examination of the temporal relationships between the motor output and the underþing drive

to motoneurones will provide useful information on the suitability of the proposed models-

T7

B. Feripheral ControX of l¿comotion

Expanding upon the preliminary results of Rossignol, Grillner and Forssberg (1975),

Grillner and Rossignol (1978) examined the peripheral factors involved in the regulation of

the step cycle during locomotion. They theorized that since the stance phase duration

progressively shortens with increased step cycle rates while the swing phase maintains a fairþ

constant duration during straight overground locomotion, there should be a peripheral signal

1. Entrainment of Locomotion
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which influences the completion of stance. From experiments conducted on cats spinalized

as kittens at the low thoracic level and walking with hindlimbs on a treadmill, they reported

that the hip angular position was an important determinant in the initiation of swing and the

termination of stance. Manual manipulation of the hip angle to maintain a flexed position

resulted in prolongation of the stance phase with maintained ipsilateral extensor myoelectric

activity. Contralateral locomotion continued as the hip angle was manipulated. Once the hip

angle was manoeuwed toward a specific extended angle (which was within the normal

locomotor range for the extension to flexion switch) a flexion phase commenced. Movements

of the knee or ankle during the imposed hip flexion did not have any effect on ipsilateral

locomotor activity. Grillner and Rossignol (1978) concluded that the hip position is of critical

importance relative to other joints for the switch to occur between extension and flexion.

Kinematic studies (eg. Goslow, Reinking and Stuart, L973) have shown that the angular

excursions and sinusoidal-like pattern of hip motion during locomotion are not dramatically

influenced by step cycle rate. Based on the reported immutable pattern of hip motion and on

their observations, Grillner and Rossignol (1978) proposed a special role for the afferent

information arising from the hip joint in the control of hindlimb locomotion. A diagrammatic

representation (Grillner, 1978) of the role of positional information derived from hip joint

and muscle afferents indicated this positional information acts to prolong extension during

mid-stance through positive feedback and acts to terminate extension in the end-range of hip

extension through negative feedback. A similar action was proposed for the prolongation and

termination of flexion for afferents arising from the hip. In addition to hip positional

sensitivity, directional sensitivity was also given a role in control of phase durations. Grillne¡

and coworkers have chosen to assign a type of feedback, positive or negative, without

obtaining direct evidence for the effects of hip afferent discharge on the locomotor pattem
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generator. Grillner (1978) forwarded a schematic of a single limb central pattern generator

for locomotion which received special influence from afferents depicting hip position. Grillner

(1978) stated that "it is clear, however, that the 'hip effect'dominated over possible effects

from other joints' and that 'not only hip joint but afferents from the smaller hip muscles may

also be responsible.'

Andersson et al. (7978) continued to examine the influence of hip motion on the

ability to control the spinal locomotor pattern generator by manually manipulating the hip

position of decorticated and thoracically spinalized cats during locomotion induced by L-Dopa.

The animals were curarized and the phasic efferent activity of peripheral nerves

(semitendinosus, anterior and posterior biceps, gastrocnemius and tibialis anterior) was

recorded during locomotion. Andersson and coworkers found that cyclic variations in hip

angular position, as small as two degrees, would entrain the peripheral nerve activity

independent of mean angular displacement. They demonstrated an entrainment range of

applied hip motion duration between 0.45 and 7.6 seconds with a resting locomotor period

of 3 seconds. They concluded that the afferent signal arising from the hip contains important

information, possibly directional in nature, which influences the pattern generator network

for locomotion and that the entrainment phenomena is distinct from feedback signals which

directly influence motoneurones (reflexes).

Andersson and Grillner (1983) furthered the investigation into the effect of hip

motion on the step cycle. In a fictive locomotion preparation, using acute spinalized cats

induced to locomote by intravenous application of LDopa, a monoamine oxidase inhibitor

(Nialamide) and 4-aminopyridine, they studied the effects of imposed hip motion on

locomotor activity. After considerable denervation of the hindlimb they applied sinusoidal hip

movements and found that the frequency of locomotor activity matched the frequency of the
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imposed movements over a wide range of frequencies above and below the non-perturbed

locomotor frequenry. As the imposed hip movement frequency was increased the onset of

both the flexor and extensor newe activity was delayed with respect to the movement cycle.

Unlike the previous work of Grillner and Rossignol (1978), who found that the locomotor

rhythm relied upon a static hip position to switch between extension and flexion, Andersson

and Grillner (1983) observed a frequency dependent phase shift of nerve activity with respect

to hip movement. It is important to note that the experimental technique of Grillner and

Rossignol (1978) employed manual (hand) manipulation of the hindlimb to alter the hip joint

angle. The rate at which the hip joint angular position was imposed was very slow, as such the

static position that they reported for extension to flexion transition may have been a result

of entrainment by slow period hip angle manipulation similar to the findings of Andersson

and Grillner (1983). Grillner and Rossignol (1978) did not systematically evaluate the effect

of altering the rate of hip angle manipulation.

Andersson and Grillner (1983) categorized the entrainment they obsewed into two

forms, absolute and relative. Absolute entrainment referred to stable phase relationship

between the imposed hip motion and the locomotor output where the period of the imposed

hip motion is equal to that of the period of the locomotor step rycle. Relative entrainment

refers to a stable phase relationship between hip motion and locomotor motor output, but

where the period of the imposed hip motion is an integer multiple of the locomotor step

cycle. They differentiated the entrainment effect from an autogenetic reflex by the distributed

influence of the hip motion. They concluded that a combination of receptors located in the

muscles, fascia, connective tissue and joint capsule surrounding the hip above the level of

dene¡¿ation were mediating the ability to entrain the locomotor rhythm. The specific type of

receptor mediating this potent effect was not elucidated, leaving a host of afferent bearing
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An observation made by Rossignol, Julien, Gauthier and Lund (1982) while

conducting state dependent cutaneously evoked reflex response experiments was that periodic

cutaneous nerve stimulation could entrain the rhythm of the contralateral hindlimb during L

Dopa induced fictive locomotion in the cat. They found that cutaneous stimuli delivered

during swing phase would produce enhanced ipsilateral flexor activity of increased duration

while stimuli during stance would abruptly terminate ipsilateral extension and induce a flexor

burst, termed a resetting response. Crossed flexion during contralateral swing phase and

crossed extension during contralateral stance phase were elicited during peroneal nerve

stimulation, although stimuli delivered during certain periods of the step cycle could produce

either response- A separation of ipsilateral and contralateral responses was demonstrated

which the authors used to indicate that these crossed responses were actually simultaneous

events and not secondary to the ipsilateral response. During locomotion with irregular

bursting activity, short trains of high intensity peroneal nerve stimulation could entrain the

locomotor rhythm at frequencies lwice that of resting. Although not proposed by the authors,

this entrainment could have been attributed to periodic contralateral rh¡hm resetting with

the induction of a crossed flexion response. It was not specified how the ipsilateral

locomotion was influenced during the contralateral entrainment. Based upon their findings

the authors developed a scheme of central locomotion generation which depicted that both

skin and muscle afferents access the central rhythm generating circuits, as well as a separate

interneuronal network under the influence of the rhythm circuitry.

The loading of the triceps surae muscle group has been shown to have an inhibitory

effect on the continuation and development of rhythmic activity of the loaded hindlimb during

cat treadmill locomotion (Pearson and Duysens, L976, Duysens and Pearson, 1980). In cats

21
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ambulating on a treadmill with three limbs, these authors denervated the remaining hindlimb

except for the tibialis anterior and triceps surae muscles and periodically stretched the triceps

surae during locomotor bouts. They observed inhibition of the ipsilateral locomotor rhythm

when a specific length of the triceps surae \,v¿ts surpassed. Specifically, they observed that the

flexor (tibialis anterior) activity was suppressed while the extensor (triceps surae) activity was

maintained during periods when the triceps surae length was elongated. Beyond the flexor

burst inhibition, inspection of Figures 2 and 3 of Pearson and Dupens (L976) reveals that the

periodic triceps surae muscle stretching resulted in entrainment of the ipsilateral locomotor

rhythm to the externally applied stretching signal. In order to differentiate the role of muscle

length from muscle load in this phenomenon, they maintained triceps surae muscle length and

varied the force by either direct muscle stimulation or ventral root stimulation. A repeatable

and critical force threshold was observed for the inhibition of locomotor rh¡hm. Rather than

length sensitive afferents, the authors suggested that the logical candidates responsible for

mediating the force dependent inhibition of locomotor rhythm were Golgi tendon organs.

The role of proprioceptive inputs on the central locomotor rhythm was further

explored by Conway, Hultborn and Kiehn (1987). In low thoracic spinalized cats induced to

locomote by intravenous injection of L-Dopa and carbidopa, the effects of group I strength

electrical stimulation of various hindlimb nerves and sinusoidal stretching of the lateral

gastrocnemius/soleus muscle group were examined. They found that group I stimulation was

capable of resetting the locomotor rhythm, but entrainment was not observed. Group I

extensor nerve stimulation during flexor activity resulted in abrupt termination of the flexion

phase. Intracellular data indicated that this stimulation resulted in rapid hyperpolarization of

the membrane potential, probably due to disfacilitation. The authors relate this disfacilitation

to inhibition of the interneurons mediating the 'late reflex' reported in the classic spinal reflex
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transmission papers (Anden et al., L966, Jankowska et al., 7967). E;rtensor activity was

promoted shortly after the group I extensor stimulation. Stimulation of flexor nerves at group

I strength did not result in resetting. Based upon the resetting results in combination with the

conditioned reflex tests, the authors suggest that these observations are wholly consistent with

a half-centre organization (Brown, 1911). In addition, these authors used sinusoidal stretching

of the lateral gastrocnemius/soleus muscle at near locomotor frequencies (0.17 - 0.26 Hz)

which resulted in 1:L entrainment of the locomotor rhythm. The entrainment was

demonstrated by time domain plots of the stretch signal and ipsilateral hindlimb nerves. Using

this method, the precise temporal relationship between the stretch and the nerve activity

could not be examined. The extensor activity was shown to be related to the stretch of the

LG-S muscle (in agreement with suggestions postulated by Duysens and Pearson (1980)). The

load on the muscle, as indicated by actívation of extensor Ib afferents, was suggested as the

signal which mediated the entrainment and resetting effects. The role of muscle length was

ruled out since low amplitude stretch and vibration could not reset or entrain the locomotor

rhythm.

A number of studies (Grillner and Wallen,7977, Grillner, McClellan & Perret, 1.981.,

McClellan and Sigvardt, 1988, Grillner, McClellan & Sigvardt, 1982) have been undertaken

to examine the entrainment of aquatic locomotion using the lamprey and the dogfish.In both

these preparations the ability to entrain the locomotion by mechanically imposed bending

movements of the tail has been demonstrated with similar findings to that found in the cat.

Further, in the isolated spinal cord-notochord lamprey preparation the ability to entrain still

persists. A mechano-sensitive neuron has been found which has been implicated as one of the

primary afferents mediating the feedback control of swimming rh¡hm (Grillner, 'Williams,

Lagerback, 1984). McClellan and Sigvardt (1988) found that the range of entrainment
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frequencies was partially dependent upon the amplitude of the imposed sinusoidal bending

of the notochord, that there was a frequency dependent phase lag between successive spinal

cord segments, that pulsed movements could reset the locomotor rhythm and that ascending

or descending tracts were not essential for the entraining action of mechanoreceptors.

However, destruction of the lateral aspects of the spinal cord did remove the ability to entrain

locomotion, presumably by eliminating the mechanosensitive edge cells.

Using a turtle preparation, Lennard (1985) examined the efTects of afferent

stimulation on the rhythm and intracycle motor pattern of muscle activity during monopodal

swimming elicited by tonic dorsolateral funiculus electrical stimulation. I-ennard demonstrated

phase dependent effects of single pulse stimuli to both a cutaneous and muscle nerve.

Cutaneous nerve stimulation resulted in a period shift in the post-stimulus swim cycles.

Muscle nerve stimulation produced significant period changes within the stimulus cycle,

abbreviating the cycle if the stimulus was applied during the power-stroke and prolonging the

swim cycle if applied during the late return stroke. The duration of subsequent cycles were

unaffected. In addition, the single pulse, muscle nerve stimulation was capable of varying the

onset times of all ensuing swim cycles. In both cutaneous and muscle stimulation perturbation

c¿¡ses, the intracycle motor pattern was preserved. Lennard concluded that the muscle afferent

pathway has direct access to the central timing network (gnÐ which was responsible for

initiation of each swim cycle and locomotor rhythm. The cutaneous input, in contrast,

influenced the central pattern intracycle pattern generating (CIPG) networþ the network

responsible for establishing temporal relationships among motoneurone output. In a synopsis

of the previous work, Lennard and Hermanson (1985) suggest that a functional separation

of the central locomotor network into two interacting sub-networks (CTN and CIPG) is

required. They differentiated this type of syrtem from a dual function network which produces
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both rhythm and intracycle motor pattern, such as a simple reciprocal inhibitory network

The temporal relationships between the phrenic nerve activity and the Ldopa

induced hindlimb locomotor activity in paralysed rabbits was established by Persegol, Jordan,

Viala and Fernandez (1938). During unperturbed periods of locomotion, the respiratory rate

was found to suddenly couple to the locomotor rate in 1 to 1 and 1 to 2 coordination. They

also found that passive hindlimb motion could entrain both the locomotor frequency and the

respiratory frequency. Entrainment of respiratory frequency to passive hindlimb motion

required that the hindlimb locomotion was first entrained. Persegol and coworkers, discuss

the directionality of the entrainment influence between the respiratory pattern generator, and

the locomotor pattern generator stating that a mutual interaction exists. Viala and Freton

(1983) and Viala (1986) provided additional evidence for this theory by showing that

increased drive on the respiratory generator by CO, control could dictate the locomotor

rhythm. Stable entrainment of respiratory frequency was only observed when the locomotor

frequenry was close to the respiratory frequency or to an integer submultiple of the

frequency. This may represent a region in which the respiratory pattern generator periodicity

may be phase trapped by the locomotor influence.

The role of joint afferents as mediators of reflex excitability, as contributors to

proprioception and kinaesthesia, and in control of innate behaviours, such as locomotion has

been examined since the start of the 20th century (Brown, 1911, Sherrington, 1909).

Projections of joint afferents to motoneurone pathways and higher centres have been

demonstrated (Lundberg, Malmgren and Schombetg, 1978, Lundberg, Malmgren and

2. Role of Joint Innervation
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Schomberg,1975, Baxendale and Ferrel, 1981, Eccles and Lundberg, L959, Burgess and Clarþ

1969). However, the role of joint receptors in the peripheral control of locomotion has not

been clearly elucidated. Knee joint position ¿rs Ønveyed by joint afferent discharge has been

shown to have substantial effects on the excitability of flexion withdrawal and crossed

extension reflexes (Baxendale and Ferrel, 1981). Flexion withdrawal activity in muscles acting

about the entire hindlimb was favoured when the knee was extended and crossed extension

was favoured when the knee was flexed. Freeman and Wyke (1966) observed defìcits in

locomotor activity, as well as other motor behaviours after denervation of the knee joint.

Chambers, Liu, McCouch and Yu (1973) demonstrated inhibition of stepJike triceps surae

rhythmic activity by ankle joint angle excursions when the ankle was innervated solely by

ankle joint afTe¡ents. In a series of papers since 1978, Grillner and colleagues (see

Entrainment of Locomotion section) have suggested that hip joint receptors may be important

in the regulation of locomotor rhythm in the cat. This notion was based upon a number of

experiments which showed that a hip joint capsular afferents and a number of muscles

spanning the hip joint are capable of mediating mechanically induced entrainment of the

locomotor frequenry. Whether the hip joint receptors have an obligatory role in mediating

the entrainment phenomenon is unknown,

In order for joint receptors to be considered for a role in the peripheral control of

locomotor rh¡hm, they should exhibit patterns of activity consistent with the movements

produced during locomotion, Grillner and coworkers have observed that low amplitude,

alternating hip flexion-extension movements can entrain the locomotor rhythm. ff the joint

afferents are mediating the entrainment they should be responsive to small amplitude flexion

and extension movements throughout the range of motion. However, a number of studies

have been undertaken to reveal the mechanical responsiveness of joint afferents (Millar, 1973,
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Burgess, L976,lvrtllar,7975, Grigg, schaible and schmidt, 19%, Ferrell, 1977, carh et al''

!979, Carli, Fontani and Meucci, 1981). A survey of these studies revealed that there is a

heterogeneity in the mechanical responsiveness of reæptors from different joints probably

reflective of the different joint architectures. Generally, joint receptors are found to be

excited by high threshold stimuli (noxious and non-noxious) and serve as end of range of

motion detectors (Clark and Burgess, !975, Ferrel, 1980). The hip joint range of motion

during locomotion does not approach the ends of the range of hip joint movement limiting

the potential contribution of joint afferent signals to ongoing control of locomotion.

Dee (1969) examined the innervation of the feline hip joint and found three primary

articular nerves designated as the medial articular nerve, the posterior articular nerve and the

nerve to ligamentum capitis femoris. The posterior articular nerve arises from branches of the

nerve supplying the quadratus femoris muscle and represents the most prolific hip joint

supply. The medial articular nerve originates from the obturator nerve prior to exiting the

obturator canal, many times as a nerve branch from the pectineus nerve. The nerve to

ligamentum capitis femoris arises from the muscular branch of the obturator nerve suppþing

the obturator externus muscle. Only a small proportion of the hip joint is supplied by

accessory nerves. Dee (1969) only found two accessory nerves in forfy one hip dissections.

Carli et al. (1979) examined the static sensitivity of the posterior articular nerve in the

cat to hip joint displacements. They found a monotonic relationship between joint position

and discharge frequency and concluded that hip joint receptors are capable of encoding hip

joint position. However, most of the afferents they identified were responsive to

internaVexternal rotation and adduction/abduction of the hip. Only a small number of

afferents were found to have substantial responsiveness in the flexion and extension direction.
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In 1981, Carli, Fontani and Meucci completed a study expanding upon their 1979

work They examined hip joint and hip muscular afferent static responsiveness to hip position.

Afferents from the gluteus medius muscle were recorded and found to have discharge

patterns as a function of joint angle. The joint afferents were found to have double the

discharge frequency for a given joint angle and higher reliability of stimulus response

relationship than the gluteus medius muscle afferents. Both the joint and muscular afferents

exhibited hysteresis in response to repeated static stimuli. Although most of the afferents

exhibited multiple axis sensitivity, the afferents were most sensitive about the internal and

external rotation axis and not the flexion/extension axis. In addition, the authors found the

muscular afferent sensitivity to be dependent upon anaesthetization and decerebration. The

joint position sensitivity was virtually eliminated in the decerebrate state whereas a weak but

evident relationship was observed in the anaesthetized state. The authors conclude that the

capacity to encode position increases with an increased population of receptors given the

variability of discharge of both joint and muscular individual afferents to static positioning

stimuli.

Rossi and Grigg (L982) re-examined hip joint afferent sensitivity to rotation about the

primary axes and reproduced the work of Carli, Fontani and Meucci (1981). Rossi and füigg

found that the hip capsular afferents were primarily sensitive to rotations other than flexion

and extension and that most neurons discharged when the joint was rotated to the limit of

movement. Rossi and G.igg commented on the experiments of Carli et al. (1979), suggesting

that these authors had recorded from the gemellus inferior muscle afferents in lieu of

afferents of the posterior articular nerve. They conclude that hip joint afferents serve as limit

detectors and not as full range of motion detectors.

Afferents from the elbow joint of the cat have been examined by Millar (1975).
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Millar found that the afferents responded to elbow extension by an initial phasic discharge

followed by a steady discharge graded to the amount of extension. No afferents were found

to have flexion directionality. Some afferents discharged in response to both extension and

maximal flexion, similar to the findings of Burgess and Clark (L969) in the knee joint of the

cat.

The role of forelimb joint afferents in the initiation of stepping was examined by

Shimamura, Kogure and Fuwa (1984). Using thalamic cats spinalized at the thoracic level,

they recorded unit discharge patterns from the cutaneous, joint and muscular afferents in the

paralysed state with imposed forelimb movements and during treadmill and air stepping- They

found that joint afferents from the shoulder, elbow, wrist and finger showed primarily slow

adaptation characteristics and had three basic discharge patterns, monotonic to the joint

angle, bell shaped and on-off. After unilateral application of rylocaine to all of the forelimb

joint cavities, they observed that there was a reduction in stepping. Specifically, they reported

that the anaesthetized forelimb began stepping within one or two steps of the contralateral

forelimb- With bilateral forelimb application of anaesthetic, stepping was abolished even with

impetus provided by forelimb movements imposed by the researchers. Selective bilateral

anaesthetization of the elbow joint resulted in reduced stepping with prolonged extension

phase (or delayed forward stepping). In addition, Shimamura et al. (1984) found that

cutaneous afTerents were not essential for the initiation of forward stepping. They performed

a cutaneous denewation of the forelimb and found that this did not alter the ability to initiate

forelimb stepping. They concluded that the position of the limb is important factor for the

initiation of a forward step and that joint afÏerents stimulated by backward movement of the

limb mediate initiation of forward stepping by reporting limb position. In addition, they state

that neither, the muscular or cutaneous afferents play a major role in the initiation of
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forelimb forward stepping. Based on selective spinal cord lesions, the circuit they proposed

for step initiation originated from forelimb joint afferents ascended via the dorsolateral

funiculus to the brainstem and then returned via the reticulospinal pathways to reach the

spinal flexor motor pools.

SUMMARY

Further examination of the peripheral control of locomotor rhythm has potential

benefits for the understanding of the production of locomotion. A number of affe¡ents have

been identified as candidates which mediate locomotor entrainment. In the cat, the afferents

arising from the hip joint capsule (Grillner and Rossignol, 1978, Andersson and Grillner,

1983) and the triceps surae muscle group (Pearson and Duysens, T9'16, Conway, Hultborn and

Kiehn, 1987) arc primary candidates for mediating the entrainment response. Further

delineation (the housing structures, the primary joints, the primary receptors, the type of

afferent, etc.) of the ent¡ainment mediating afferents is necessary to charactenze peripheral

control of the locomotor rhythm. The use of entrainment may be useful in examining the

suitability of locomotor models by providing direct access to the rhythm generator circuitry.

Once the afferents are identified they may be used to probe the interneuronal make-up of

the locomotor rhythm generator.
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.4, Surgicatr Freparation

The experiments were carried out on adult domestic cats weighing between 2I.6 and

37.2 Newtons. The cats were anaesthetized with a combination of halothane and nitrous oxide

mixed with oxygen. After induction was complete, a tracheotomy was performed followed by

cannulation of a carotid artery for blood pressure monitoring. An external jugular vein was

cannulated for the injection of fluids. In some experiments, a cannula was placed in the

brachial or cephalic vein. A variety of fluids were used to compensate fluid volume due to

blood loss during surgery and to maintain blood pressure. These fluids included normal saline,

Ringers solution, and Dextran. If the normal range of blood pressure could not be

maintained by fluid compensation during the course of the experiment, a normal saline

dilution of noradrenaline (Levophed) was titrated intravenously until an nominal blood

pressure was attained. In many experiments a continuous intravenous infusion of a

bicarbonate buffer solution was used for prophylaxis of metabolic acidosis. An injection of 1

to 1.5 mglkgof dexamethasone (Hexadrol phosphate, Organon) was given intravenously for

the prevention of tissue swelling.

A lumbar laminectomy was then performed exposing the dorsal surface of the lumbar

(L5 to L7) and sacral (S1) spinal segments. The dura remained intact until reflection was

necessitated by intracellular or cord dorsum recording. Bilateral hindlimb nerve dissection was

performed on the branches of the sciatic nerve and, in some experiments, the branches of the

femoral and obturator newes. During surgery the animal was kept wann by radiant heat from

infrared lamps and a heating pad.
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Upon completion of the nerve dissection the animal was transferred from the surgery

table to a holding frame complete with a stereotaxic headf¡ame. The trunk of the animal was

suspended with rwo clamps attached to the bodies of a lower thoracic and an upper lumbar

vertebrae. The head was rigidly attached to the headframe by bars which were bilaterally

inserted into the external acoustic meatuses and a clamp between the zygomatic arches and

the palatine. The hindlimb of the animal was supported bilaterally by pins projecting under

the iliac crests. All four limbs of the animal were left pendant.

A craniotomy was performed and the dura was reflected followed by decerebration

using a blunt spatula at the precollicular-postmamillary level. The nervous tissue rostral to the

transection was removed and discarded. Anaesthesia was discontinued during the

decerebration procedure. The floor of the cranium was coated with haemostatic materials

(Avitine, Surgicel and sometimes Gel foam) which was lightly compressed until bleeding

subsided. The cranial vault was then filled with agar to prevent dehydration and to maintain

a positive haemostatic pressure on the cut surfaces of the midbrain. The animal was given a

short recovery period which varied f¡om 30 minutes to 120 minutes depending on the

recovery of blood pressure. During the recovery period, the dissected nerves of the sciatic

were placed in acrylic containers located posterior to the ischial tuberosities at the level of

the greater trochanter. The containers were then filled with warm mineral oil.

After the recovery period, the animal \¡/¿rs paralSised by intravenous bolus

administration of gallamine triethiodide (Flaxedil, Rhone-Poulenc). Ventilation was provided

by a volume adjustable piston pump. Volume was adjusted to maintain expired carbon dioxide

levels between 3 and 5 percent, with a minimum of 50 ml per stroke. Additional gallamine

triethiodide was given periodically to maintain a state of flaccid paralysis.

The skin flaps surrounding the lumbar laminectomy were tied to the frame to form
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a pool which was then filled with warm mineral oil. The mineral oil pool was maintained at

37 degrees Celsius by radiant heat supplied from an infrared lamp under temperature

feedback control. A second radiant heater was directed at the trunk of the cat- This heater

was under temperature feedback control from an oesophageal thermistor.

B. Nerve Freparation for Recording and Stimulation

The following nerves from the ipsilateral side were available for recording and

stimulation; from the sciatic newe, anterior biceps (AB) including the median newe branch,

posterior biceps (PB), semimembranosus (SM), semitendinosus (ST), sural (S); from the tibial

nerve, lateral gastrocnemius and soleus (LG-S), medial gastrocnemius (MG), flexor digitorum

longus (FDL), flexor hallicus longus (FHL); from the common peroneal nerve, common

peroneal (CP), tibialis anterior (TA), extensor digitorum brevis (EDB); from the femoral

nerve, rectus femoris (RÐ, vastus (V), anterior sartorius (Sart); from the obturator nerve'

gracilis (G) and adductor femoris (AF). In some experiments, branches of the ischiatic portion

of the sciatic nerve were dissected, these included the inferior gluteal (IG), the superior

gluteal (SG) and the caudal femoral cutaneous (CFC) nerves. OccasionallY, the lumbar nerve

to the iliopsoas muscle (IP) was prepared for recording. On the contralateral side the AB,

SM, PB, ST, LG-S, MG, and TA nerves were dissected free and made available for recording.

The remainder of the contralateral hindlimb nerves \ilere transected to maintain bilateral

symmetrical denervation. A record of neural activity (electroneurogram or ENG) was

obtained by differential amplification of the electrical signal arising from each nerve which

rested on a pair of chloride coated, silver electrodes. ENGs of the femoral and obtu¡ator

nerves were obtained by using bipolar electrodes in silastic or plastic cufß. The
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electroneurograms were amplified (5000 to 10,000 times gain referred to input) and bandpass

filtered (10 to 3000 Hz). In order to reduce the bandwidth of the ENG sþal for data

acquisition purposes but retain the temporal and amplitude information, a linear envelope of

each ENG was produced by full wave rectification followed by low pass filtering (10 or 30

Hz). For nerve stimulation, constant current, DC rectangular pulses could be delivered

through the recording electrodes.

In addition to electroneurograÍrs, a monopolar recording of the dorsum of the lumbar

spinal cord was obtained. A ball electrode was placed on the left side of the cord dorsum, two

to three millimetres lateral to the midline over either the sixth or seventh lumbar spinal

segments. The cord donum record was used to monitor MLR stimulus evoked potentials and

afferent volleys produced by peripheral nerve stimulation.

A saline soaked, gauze wrapped, silver electrode was sewn into lumbar back muscles

and served as ground for ENG, cord dorsum and intracellular recording.

C. MLR n ocomotÍo¡¡

In order to gain acæss to the mesencephalic locomotor region or MLR (Shik, Severin,

Orlovsþ, 1966,1967), the tentorium cerebelli was partially removed. Using the stereotaxic

coordinate system provided by the headframe, an insulated monopolar stimulating electrode

(0.25 mm tip length,0.L mm tip diameter) was positioned by micromanipulator in the MLR

region. An alligator clip was unilaterally fastened to the saline moistened surface of the

temporalis muscle to complete the stimulating current path, Constant current, DC

rectangular pulse stimulation was applied to the MLR region to obtain locomotion. For each

experiment a range of stimulation parameters were used; 0.2, 0.5 or 1.0 ms pulse width, 10
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to 30lfz pulse rate, @ to 220 [ A pulse amplitude. After the completion of each experiment,

the locomotion producing sites were marked by miniature electrocoagulation by the passage

of 5-10 mA at 1m0 Hz with a pulse width of 0.5 ms for approximately 10-30 seconds. The

brainstem was removed and fixed in Lillies' neutral buffered formalin which was later

processed by frozen sectioning and staining.

D. Moto¡reunone RecordÍng

Intracellular recordings were made from motoneurones located in lumbar spinal cord

segments six and seven using single-barrelled glass microelectrodes filled with potassium

citrate (2 to 3 M). An aperture in the tip of the microelectrode was created by collision with

a glass rod or by grinding on ultra-fine grit paper material. The tip diameter ranged from 1

to 3 microns. The impedance of microelectrodes was measured with both AC and DC

techniques and ranged between 0.75 and 8 MOhms. A fine silver wire was inserted into non-

tapered end of the microelectrode and attached to the input stage of a single-ended

preamplifier which was wired to the main amplifier (Dagan Cell Explorer). At the main

amplifier, the intracellular signal was split, one output'\¡iith 5m times gain and bandpass

filtered (10 Hz - 10 kIIz), the second amplified fifty times and low-pass filtered (DC - 10

kIIr).

Specific motoneurone populations were located by extracellular field potentials

generated by stimulation of the appropriate peripheral hindlimb nerve. Whenever possible,

cells were unequivocally identifÏed by antidromic activation or were classified as extensor or

flexor based on the phase of activity or depolarization during locomotion. When non-

antidromically activated neurons were impaled, they were distinguished from interneurons
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based upon standard criteria such as the lack of high repetitive discharge rates (Hunt and

Kuno, 1959) and from glial cells by a lack of synaptic activity and the ability to generate an

action potential.

E. Ent¡'ainment

Entrainment is defined as the synchronization of an endogenous oscillator to external

periodic events (Pavlidis, 1973). In the present study, the endogenous oscillator is the

locomotor rhythm generator and the external periodic signal is the imposed hip angular

motion or peripheral nerve stimulation. Entrainment is subclassified into three categories;

harmonic, subharmonic and supraharmonic. Harmonic entrainment, also termed absolute

entrainment, corresponds to situations where a one-to-one relationship between the frequenry

of the periodic stimulus and the frequency of the oscillator is observed. Subharmonic

entrainment refers to situations where the oscillator frequenry is an integer sub-multiple of

the external signal frequency. Supraharmonic entrainment refers to the situation where the

oscillator frequency corresponds to integer multiples of the external signal frequency.

Subharmonic and supraharmonic entrainment are broadly grouped as forms of relative

entrainment- The integer ratio of the number of external signal cycles to internal oscillato¡

rycles is used to represent the form of entrainment. A ratio of 2:1 would depict subharmonic

entrainment where two external signal cycles are completed for each internal oscülator rycle.

For introductory discussion of ent¡ainment the reader is directed to Pavlidis (L973).

1. Definition of Entrainment



Mechanically imposed, angular displacements of the femur in a para-sagittal plane

about the left hip joint (ipsilateral) were accomplished by using a voltage controlled positional

servo motor (Airtronics models 94403 e.94462). The servo motor was rigidly attached to the

animal holding frame and the femoral condyles of the left hindlimb. The axis of rotation of

the motor was aligned with the acetabulum which approximated the hip joint axis of rotation.

Angular displacements of the motor were used to produce flexion and extension about the

hip. The angular displacement of the motor \r/as controlled by computer (I2 bit digital to

analog converter), by waveform function generator or manually. A hip angle of zero degrees

was defined with the femur vertical and the vertebral column horizontal. Positive angles

correspond to hip extension and negative angles corresponding to hip flexion.

Afferent Denervation' The initial surgical procedure resulted in bilateral denervation

of the following hindlimb nerves: all branches of the sciatic nerve below semimembranosus

and anterior biceps and all branches of the femoral nerve distal to and including sartorius and

quadriceps. The hindlimb nerves left intact were the inferior gluteal nerve, the superior

gluteal nerve, the nerve branches to iliopsoas, the caudal femoral cutaneous nerve, the

proximal portions of the obturator nerve including the nerve to pectineus, and occasionally

branches to adductor femoris & adductor longus. The hip joint capsule innervation remained

intact. This was termed the initial denervation state. After locomotion was elicited and

mechanical entrainment achieved, progressive and selective elimination of hindlimb afferent

influence was undertaken by denervation, tenotomy, cauterization, and application of local

anaesthetic. The innervation of the feline hip joint has been examined by Dee (1969). The

2. Mechanical Pertu¡bation
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primary supply is f¡om three nerves; the medial artícular nerve, the posterior articular nerve

and the nerve to ligamentum capitis femoris and on rare instances through accessory nerves.

Hip joint capsule denervation \ilas acæmplished by denervation of the of the articular nerves

and in some cases by physical disruption of the joint capsule, cauterization and local

anaesthetic. Denervation was verified with a post-mortem examination.

Phasic electrical stimulation of selected hindlimb nerves at a various intensities was

used to perturb the MLR evoked locomotion. Afferent threshold was defined as the single

shock, current amplitude (with constant pulse width) require to produce a detectable response

in the cord dorsum recording. Stimulus parameters for threshold activation were set initially

and periodically checked throughout the experiment. Stimulus intensity was expressed in

multiples of threshold ranging from threshold (1T) to ten times threshold (10T). The stimulus

intensity values used in these experiments were 1..2T,1.5T, 2.0T, 2.2T,5T,10T. A tag signal

produced by the stimulator timing control circuits indicated the occurrence of stimulation

pulses. This signal was used to delineate periods of peripheral nerve stimulation.

The intra-burst rate of peripheral nerve stimulation was limited to a maximum of 100

Hz. The selection of this frequency was based upon the normal physiological range of

discharge rates for group I and fI afferents during natural movement including locomotion

(Prochazka and Wand, L980, Prochazka, Stephens, and Wand, 1979,I-oeb, Hoffer and Pratt,

1985, Bessou, Cabelguen, Joffroy, Montoya and Pages, 1986).

The stimulation envelope resembled a rectangular waveform with transitions from 10

3. Electrical Stimulation Perturbation
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IIz to 1@ Hz within 1@ ms. A periodic stimulation envelope was achieved by manual control

of the stimulation rate. The period of 10 Hz stimulation was referred to as sttmulus off tíme

while the period of 1@ Hz stimulation was termed stimulus on time.In order to avoid casual

couplingl between the frequency of phasic stimulation and the locomotor step cycle

frequency, the duration of the 100 Hz phase of stimulation envelope was markedly varied

from rycle to cycle.

Figure 1A depicts the terminolory associated with the temporal relationships between

electroneurograms and the imposed hip angular displacement or peripheral nerve stimulation

period. The duration of the imposed hip cycle (HCD) corresponds to cycles derived from the

hip angular position signal. The duration of the peripheral nerve stimulation (PSD) was

determined from the stimulator tag output recorded by computer. Other duration

measurements viere derived from the end (E) and start (S) time of electroneurographic

activity within the imposed cycle. Start to end duration (SE) corresponds to conventional

burst duration, while ES duration corresponds to ENG off time. SS and EE durations

represent the fictive step cycle duration. The hip cycle phase was defined with peak hip

extension corresponding to zero degrees phase. Since the mechanically imposed motion was

sinusoidal in nature, 180 degrees phase corresponded to peak hip flexion. For electrical

4. Temporal Relationships

r Casual coupling can be observed when two independent oscillators have output frequencies which are
similar or integer multiples of each other. This can be observed when the turning signal lights of two cårs are
activated simuitaneously, even though the oscillators are not directly coupled they may appear to be coupled (i.e.
have a stable phase relationship) over tle short term. Similarly when a video camera is used to record the wheels

of horse drawn wagon" banding appears on wheels which can remain stationary for substantial periods of ti-s.
This banding depicts a casual, non-causal coupling between the video framing rate and rotational rate of the
wheels.
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stimulation , zero degrees phase corresponded to the start of the peripheral stimulation burst.

5. Representation of Entrainment

The fictive step cycle duration, represented by the ENG EE or SS duration, was

plotted with respect to the hip cycle duration (HCD) or the peripheral stimulus duration

(PSD). The strength of entrainment was represented by linear regression where the

coefficient of determination (f) close to one reflected that the variance in step rycle duration

could be accounted for by a change in the HCD or PSD. If perfect harmonic entrainment was

evident, the slope of the regression line would be one signiffing a one to one relationship

between the imposed stimulus duration and the fictive step cycle duration.

Duration/Duration Relationship

Polar plots were constructed using the frequency ratio and phase values of ENG

activity with respect to the hip rycle or stimulus cycle. The frequency ratio of ENG activity

was calculated as the ratio of the step cycle frequency (1ÆE or liSS) to the imposed stimulus

frequency (1ÆICD or l/?SD). The frequency ratio was expressed in percentage form. The

phase angle of ENG start (S) time was calculated with respect to imposed cycle. The

frequency ratio and phase plotted for each step of an entrainment trial resulting in a

distribution of points in the polar plot. Example calculations are shown in Figure 1B for the

data in Figure 1A In the polar plot, the radius corresponds to frequency ratio with the centre

Frequency Ratio/Phase Relationship
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being zero percent. The circumference corresponds to the phase of ENG start (S) time with

respect to the hip cycle. For mechanical entrainment, the most extended hip position

corresponds to 0 degrees phase while the most flexed position corresponds to 180 degrees.

The peak flexion and extension angular velocities occur at 90 and 270 degrees. The maximum

length of a idealized extensor muscle would correspond to 180 degrees whíle the maximum

length of an idealized flexor muscle would correspond to 0 degrees-

The form of entrainment is revealed by radial clustering of points about fixed

frequency ratios. The development of a locus of points about the 1@Vo frequenry ratio

denotes the harmonic form of entrainment where the step cycle frequency (duration) closely

approximates the imposed cycle frequenry (duration). Subharmonic forms of entrainment

corresponds to clustering about frequenry ratios which are integer multiples of. the L00Vo

frequenry ratio. The standard deviation of points about an integer frequenry ratio can be

used as a measure of the strength of entrainment. An increase in the standard deviation

corresponds to a decrease in the strength of entrainment.

A necessary condition of entrainment is that a stable phase relationship between the

periodic stimulus and the oscillator must exist for a stimulus of f,xed amplitude and frequenry.

For a stable stimulus frequency, the phase of the onset of ENG activity should maintain a

stable circumferential location on the polar plot. Given a variety of applied stimulus

frequencies during a single experimental trial it is possible that a stable phase relationship is

established for each frequency but with a unique phase value in each case. The polar

frequency ratio/phase plots are useful in depicting entrainment when a variety of stimulus

cycle frequencies are used during a single experimental trial. Given that the stimulus cycle

frequenry was continuously varied within a fixed range, the phase of locomotor activity with

respect to the stimulus cycle may also continuously vary while still maintaining entrainment.



In circumstances where the phase relatíonship varies in a consistent manner with

respect to the applied stimulus frequency, the terms phase retardation and phase advance may

be used. For the purposes of this study, phase advance was defined as a progressive shift in

phase in the countercloctrnvise direction on the polar plot given an increase in stimulus

frequency (decreased duration). Phase retardation was defined as a progressive shift in phase

in the clockwise direction given an increase in stimulus frequenry-

F. Ðata Acquisition &,{nalysis

For all experiments, a Masscomp computer with a sixteen channel, 72 bit analogue

to digital converter system was used to capture data. The linear envelopes of selected bilateral

hindlimb ENGS were captured at ZIJI.-Hz for durations of 10 to 60 seconds and stored on hard

disk. In addition to the ENG data a number of other signals were captured dependent upon

the experimental paradigm. These included the intracellular record(s) of motoneu¡one

potentials digitized at a rate between 5 to 10 kHz, the angular position signal from servo

motor digitized at 200 Hz., tbe stimulus tag indicator signal digitized at 5 or 10 kIIz, and the

cord dorsum potential digitized at 3.3 kHz or 5 kHz. Calibration of signal amplitude and

baseline were undertaken at the start of each experiment and checked at the end of every

experiment. Calibration pulses (1, or 2 mV amplítude and 1. or 2 ms duration) were summed

with the intracellular records to provide run time calibration information. Data was anaþed

with the aid of software specifically designed for the purpose.
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Results

,e. MLR Fictive ftrindlimb Ï-ocomotion

A total of.74 cats proceeded to the decerebration stage of experimentation. Of these,

60 were capable of MLR evoked fictive hindlimb locomotion. The step cycle durations

observed during unperturbed fictive locomotion ranged between 410 and 2600 ms.

During fictive locomotion, mechanical references such as footfall or joint kinematics

are not available for delineating the step cycle into various phases. The criteria for separation

of the step cycle into phases such as flexion and extension is somewhat arbitrary. However,

this division is important for categorization of intracellular and ENG activity into flexor or

extensor categories. In the absence of intracellular data, the delineation of flexor and extensor

phases was based upon onset and termination of pure extensor ENGs (such as SM, AB, LG-

S, etc). The flexor phase corresponding to the period between the termination of extensor

activity and the onset of the next extensor burst. The extensor phase corresponded to the

period of activity in the nerve suppþing extensor muscles. On this basis, the individual bursts

of biphasic ENGs were categorized into flexor or extensor types. This method of step rycle

phase defìnition is simply a more rigorous application of that used by Lundberg (1981).

Robust phasic activity of hindlimb ENGS was recorded during fictive locomotion in

235 trials. Three primary features were evident in this data. First, a strong alternating or

reciprocal activation between motor nerves suppþing uniarticular flexor and extensor muscles

was found. Second, the flexor phase related bursts of FDL, PB or ST nerves could be

synchronous in onset. Third, a short but consistent delay between the onset of TA ENG

activity and the flexor burst of FDL, PB or ST nerves was observed-
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Figure 2 depicts a trial of bilateral hindlimb locomotor activity exhibiting the

characteristic of alternating or reciprocal activation between ipsilateral ENGS which supply

uniarticular flexor and extensor muscles. This reciprocal activation was obsewed in all

(n:235) MLR evoked fictive locomotion trials. This reciprocity between flexor and extensor

activity is revealed by XY plots of ENGs (Figure 3). A purely orthogonal relationship,

consistent with strict alternating activity, was observed when the iTA ENG was plotted with

respect to iAB or iLG-S ENGs. XY plots of extensor ENGs exhibited strong covariation in

ENG amplitude (iAB vs iSM and iAB vs iLG-S). When biphasic nenle activity was plotted

with respect to monophasic extensor activity (Figure 3, iAB vs iPB), there was a pattern which

exhibited both orthogonal and covariate features.

Using the extensor ENG activity as a step cycle marker, the onset of the flexor

phase-related burst of ipsilateral PB, ST and FDL nerves exhibited a number of patterns

during MLR fictive locomotion. These patterns included; i) synchronous onset of FDL, ST

and PB ENG flexor phase activity (Figure 4), and ii) onset of FDL flexor phase activity

preceding the onset of PB or ST flexor phase activity (maximum delay of 95 ms). In all235

MLR locomotion trials examined, the onset of PB or ST flexor phase activity did not proceed

the FDL flexor phase burst.

The delay in onset of TA ENG activify with respect to the onset of the FDL flexor

phase burst was consistently observed when a FDL flexor burst was observed (Figure 4).

Figure 5 is a plot of the onset or start of TA and EDL flexor phase activity within the fictive

step cycle (defined by the iAB ENG activity). The delay in onset between TA and FDL flexor

burst activity is represented by the shift in the regression lines. The mean delay was 35.8 ms

(s : 5.6). The delay in onset ranged from 15 ms to 115 ms in the MLR fictive locomotor

trials analyzed (n=235).
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The FDL flexor phase burst was typically sandwiched between the termination of

extensor activity and the onset of TA activity. The termination of the FDL flexor phase burst

was not restricted to the period between the end of extensor activity and the onset of TA

activity. In many cases the FDL flexor phase burst would terminate after the onset of TA

activity but would not span the entire flexor phase.

The termination of PB and STENG activitywithin the flexor phase \,vas more variable

than the termination of FDL flexor phase activity. The termination of the PB and ST flexor

phase activity ranged from the onset of TA activity to the termination of the flexor phase.

B. IntracelluXar Ðata

A total of 208 single motoneurone or interneuron impalements were made, of which

174 hindlimb motoneurones were recorded during MLR evoked fictive locomotion and

accompanied by one or more electroneurograms. In addition, a total of 16 pairs of

motoneurones were simultaneousþ recorded during MLR evoked fictive locomotion.

Figure 6 shows the intracellular t¡ace of an antidromically identified MG motoneurone

(resting membrane potential -65 mV) during MLR fictive locomotion. The rh¡hmic

alternations of the membrane potential (termed locomotor drive potential or LDP) are

evident. The onset and termination of the LDP of this MG motoneurone was representative

of all other extensor motoneurones (n=1@) recorded including, SM, AB, V, LG-S, MG

motoneurone species. Extensor motoneurones exhibit monophasic LDPs which span the

entire extension phase. The amplitude of the depolarized portion of the LDPs in extensor

motoneurones is quite variable between trials and experiments. Except for the monophasic

nature of extensor LDPs, a consistent shape among motoneurone species was not observed.



This MG motoneurone did not exhibit spiking activity during this trial which facilitated

the ability to examine the LDP and it's relationship to ENG activity. The mean step cycle

duration was 1082 ms (s:71.2). The raster plot of this data is shown in Figure 7. T};'e

membrane potential differential (dvidÐ is also plotted. The peak rate of membrane

hyperpolarization or peak downward dV/dt was chosen as the step cycle marker for producing

the raster plot, as the dV/dt provides a trigger which is insensitive to baseline variations of

membrane potential. The peak hyperpolarizing dV/dt was also selected as the marker for

termination of the extension phase based upon the observations that LDPs are derived from

a mixture of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic input (Jordan, 1981, Shefchyk and Jordan,

1985, Pratt and Jordan,1987, Perret, 1983, Orsal et al., 1986). Given an equal contribution

from excitation and inhibition, the peak dV/dt would correspond to a phase of decreasing

excitatory and increasing inhibitory synaptic drive (onset of LDP hyperpolarization) or

increasing inhibitory and decreasing excitatory drive (onset of LDP depolarization). The dv/dt

can be used as a membrane potential level independent marker of the transition between

extension and flexion based on intracellular events'

Examination of the relationship between the peak hyperpolarizing dVidt and

ipsilateral ENGs revealed that the onset of FDL, TA and PB activity was restricted to a range

between the peak hyperpolarizing dV/dt (FDL and sometimes PB and ST) or immediately

after peak hyperpolarizing dV/dt (T,\ PB and ST).

The temporal relationship between a tibialis anterior motoneuÍone and selected ENGs

is shown in Figure I (mean fictive step rycle duration 838 ms, s : 166). The shape of the

LDPs and temporal relationships betrxeen the LDPs and ENGs of this TA Mn was

representative of all antidromically identified TA motoneutones sampled (n=22), three
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unidentified flexors and one flexor motoneuron antidromically activated by CP nerve

stimulation. The raster plot of the TA motoneurone membrane potential, the TA Mn dv/dt

and selected ENGs is shown in Figure 9. The step cycle trigger was the peak depolarizing TA

Mn dv/dt. The action potentials of the TA motoneurone were truncated to reveal the

underþing LDPs. TA LDPs were found to be monophasic. The depolarized portion of the

LDP spanned the entire flexion phase. From the raster plot (Figure 9) it is apparent that the

onset of depolarization in the TA motoneurone occurred as the MG ENG activity concluded.

The onset of the FDL and PB flexor phase burst clearly occurred after the peak depolanzing

dv/dt of the TA Mn. Even if one considers the maximum ENG conduction delay (3.5 ms for

a large cat), the onset of FDL and PB activity would still be after the peak depolanzing dv/dt

of the TA motoneurone.



C. Fair-wÍse Motoneurone Data

The intracellular activity of a total of sixteen pairs of lumbar alpha-motoneurones

were recorded during MLR fictive locomotion. A list of the motoneurone pairs is shown in

Table 1.

1

2

-5

Motoneurone 1

4

5

PBST

6

PBST

7

PBST

8

Extensor

9

48

PBST

10

Motoneurone 2

SMAB

11

Extensor

12

LG.S

13

PBST

Extensor

LG-S

1.4

Extensor

LG-S

15

Table 1: List of the pair-wise motoneurone recorded during MLR fictive locomotion.

LG-S

L6

CP

LG.S

CP

LG-S

LG-S

PBST

MG

PBST

MG

MG

EDB

Extensor

MG

MG

TA

FDL

FDL

MG



CP - MG Paír

Apair of motoneurones supplying antagonist musculature of the ankle joint are shown

in Figure 1.0 during MLR fictive locomotion with bilateral ENG activity. The ankle flexo¡

motoneurone \¡/as antidromically activated by the CP nerve trunk and received monosynaptic

EPSPs from low threshold stimulation of the TA nerve. The ankle extensor motoneurone was

antidromically identified as MG. The LDP waveforms were both monophasic and 180 degtees

out of phase with each other. The depolarized portion of the extensor LDP was in phase with

the extensor ENG activity (iSM). The depolarized phase of the CP motoneurone was in

phase with the flexor ENG activity (iPB and iTA). The step cycle normaltzed averaged

activity of the motoneurones are shown overlaid in Figure LL. Examination of Figure 1L

depicts a strong inverse covariation between the averaged membrane potentials. In fact, the

membrane potentials are virtual inverted images of each other. Also note that the peak rate

of rise of the flexor LDP coincides with the peak rate of fall of the extensor, as does the peak

rate of rise of the extensor LDP coincide with the peak rate of fall of the flexor

motoneurone.
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TJnpained motoneurone comparÍsons: Prior to paired motoneurone recording, it was possible

to compare intracellular ¡ecords of ¡wo motoneurones from separate impalements during the

same experiment or even from different experiments. The consistency of ENG activity in

MLR fictive locomotion allowed the comparison of intracellular activity from motoneurones

recorded at separate instances (unpaired motoneuron comparisons). By using stable ENG

activity patterns as step cycle triggers, averaged responses f¡om different trials could be
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overlaid or æmpared to estimate the relationship between membrane potentials in different

motoneurone species. This approach was adopted before the advent of pair-wise

motoneurone recording. In this manner, a total of three comparisons were made between TA

and LG-S or MG motoneurones and yielded identical results to those obtained during pair-

wise recording depicted below.

TA - LG-S Paír

An antidromically identified TA motoneurone was simultaneously recorded alongwith

an antidromically identified LG-S motoneurone during MLR locomotion (Figure 12).

Calibration pulses (1 ms, 2 mY for the TA Mn and 2 ms, 2 mV for the LG-S Mn) were

overlaid on the int¡acellular reco¡d at the same rate as the MLR stimulus. Large MLR

stimulus evoked post synaptic potentials were evident in both motoneurones (top panels of

Figure 12). MLR evoked EPSPs were found during the depolarized phase of the LDPs and

MLR evoked IPSPs were found during the hyperpolarized portions of the LDPs. Mixed

excitatory and inhibitory post synaptic potentials were observed during the transition period

between flexion and extension. EPSPs were prominent in the LG-S motoneurone while IPSPs

were more pronounced in the TA motoneuron. The mean latenry between the onset of the

LG-S EPSP and the onset of the TA IPSP was 1.05 ms (s:0.12) which is consistent with a

single synaptic delay.

The PSP amplitude was modulated with respect to the step cycle (Figure 13) and

with respect to the motoneurone LDP amplitude (not shown). It is evident that the MLR

phase locked PSP amplitude variations are not only strongly modulated with the step cycle

but also exhibit a strong inverse relationship between these two motoneurones. This strong



invene relationship between the TA motoneurone PSP amplitude

motoneurone PSP amplitude is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 13.

FDL - MG Pair

An antidromically activated FDL motoneurone was impaled along with an

antidromically identified MG motoneurone and recorded during MLR fictive locomotion

(Figure 14). The MG motoneurone exhibited the typical monophasic LDP, the depolarized

portion of which coincided with extensor ENG activity. The FDL LDP was also monophasic

but bridged the extension-flexion boundary as established by the termination of the

depolarized segment of extensor motoneurone LDP and the extensor ENG activity (iSM).

The LDP of this FDL motoneurone was unlike the LDP patterns observed in other FDL

motoneurones (Schmidt et al., 1988) and found for biphasic motoneurones such as PB or ST,

where a distinct division was observed between the extensor and flexor portions of the LDP.

The depolarized phase of the FDL LDP was coextensive with the FDL ENG activity, in that

both were monophasic. This monophasic activity pattern of the FDL ENG which bridged the

extension to flexion transition (EFÐ was not anomalous, in that it was observed in numerous

other experiments in this lab and in other studies (Schmidt et al. 1988).

The onset and peak dv/dt of the depolarized phase of the FDL and MG

motoneurone LDPs were coincident. However, the termination of the depolarized phase of

the LDPs was not synchronous. Based upon the derivatives of the MG and FDL membrane

potentials, there was an extended period of positive membrane dv/dt found in the FDL

motoneuron. In other words, there was a delay (about 95 ms) from the start of the

hyperpolarization in the MG to the onset of hyperpolarization in the FDL. This prolonged
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depolarized phase occurred during the initial flexor portion of the step rycle based upon the

termination of extensor activity (iSM ) and the onset of TA and EDB ENG.

Prominent MLR stimulus locked PSPs were also evident in both motoneurones.

During the initial depolarization of both motoneurones (extensor portion) coincident EPSPs

were observed (Figure 15 and 16) At the extension/flexion boundary established by either,

the termination of SM ENG or by the intracellular events of the MG motoneuron, there was

a separation in the form of PSPs observed. In the MG, the MLR PSPs shifted from EPSPs

to mixed excitatory & inhibitory potentials immediately upon traversal of the extension to

flexion border and became IPSPs for the remainder of the flexion period. The FDL PSPs

maintained an EPSP form during the extension to flexion transition zone, but with faster rise

time and increased amplitude during the initial flexion phase- Indeed, a difference in the

quantitative shape indices of the FDL EPSPs prior to and at the transition zone was

observed. The transition zone EPSP in the FDL motoneurone having decreased rise time

(increased slew rate as indicated by the membrane potential differential) and increased half

width. The MLR PSPs in the EDL continued to change throughout the flexor phase from a

pure EPSP to mixed EiIPSP to an IPSP.

The latency between the onset of flexor phase FDL EPSPs and the flexor phase MG

IPSP was 1.26 ns (s = 0.22).



Ð. Mechanical EntraÍnmenú

Mechanically induced locomotor entrainment was found in eleven animals in the initial

denervation state capable of MLR evoked fictive locomotion. A total of 78 mechanical

entrainment trials were recorded for anaþis; 23 in the initial denervation state (11 cats), 33

in an extensive denervation state with hip joint denervation (1L cats), 6 with total ipsilateral

denervation (2 cats), and L6 which exhibited subharmonic entrainment (5 cats).

Entraínment : Inittal D enerv ation

A representative trial of mechanical entrainment of ipsilateral hindlimb fictive

locomotion by imposed sinusoidal hip flexion and extension in the initial state of hindlimb

denervation is shown in Figure 17. The mechanically imposed hip motion was capable of

entraining locomotion with a range of fictive step cycle durations from 1596 ms to 2238 ms

(Figure 17, panels B-D) deviating from the unperturbed MLR evoked fictive step cycle

duration of. L642 ms (Figure 17E). Entrainment of the electroneurographic activity of nerves

suppþing muscles spanning the hip, knee and ankle is evident for all three imposed

frequencies (Fig. 174-17D).It is evident that for each imposed frequency, the fictive step

cycle durations match the imposed hip cycle durations. A stable phase relationship between

the hip movement and ENG activity is also apparent for each of the three imposed

frequencies.

Figure 18 demonstrates the relationship between nerve activity and imposed hip

motion for data shown in Figure 17. The duration/duration plots shown in panels A & C of

Figure 18, depict the strong linear relationship (É = 0.89 in A and 0.84 in C) between fictive

step cycle duration and the imposed hip cycle duration. The slope of the regression line was
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near one, indicative of harmonic entrainment.

Panels B & D of Figure 18 are frequenryratio/phase plots of ipsilateral extensor (iSM

& iAB) and flexor (iTA) activity. The locus of data points clustered about the frequency ratio

of 1@ percent depicts harmonic entrainment.

Three separate frequencies of imposed hip motion were applied (Figure 17) and the

loci of points for each frequency is evident in the duration/duration plots and the frequency

ratio/phase plots (Figure 18). For all three frequencies, the start of extensor (iSMAB) activity

occurred in the right upper quadrant of the frequency ratio/phase plot, that is after peak

extension during the initial imposed flexion phase where the extensor muscles were being

passively lengthened. Since the end of iTA activity coincides with the start of iSMAB activity,

the termination of the flexor activity occurred during the initial period of imposed hip flexion.

For the longest and intermediate step cycle durations, the ipsilateral flexor activity (iTA)

commenced prior to the peak of imposed hip extension where the flexor muscles were being

passively lengthened and the extensors were being shortened. For the shortest imposed hip

rycle duration, the phase of the start of flexor activity is at or immediately after the peak of

imposed hip extension. The termination of the iSMAB activity coincided with the onset of

iTd primarily during the period of imposed hip extension. A ninety degree phase domain for

the start of both the flexor and extensor ENG activity is clearly shown in Figure 18 (B and

D) for the range of frequencies imposed. A frequency dependent phase shift was observed

in all harmonic entrainment trials (56 trials, 11 cats) independent of denervation state, where

the phase of the start of flexor and extensor ENG activity progressively advanced (progressed

counter-clockwise) with increasing frequency of imposed hip motion. This frequency

dependent phase shift is depicted in a plot of the hip cycle duration and ENG phase (Figure

19). The difference in phase for each frequency was evaluated by t-test. The phase changes
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with each frequency were statistically signifïcant (p < 0.05). Thís hip rycle frequenry

dependent phase relationship was consistently observed in all the locomotor entrainment

trials.

Entrainment: Híp Joint Capsule Deneruation

The hip joint capsule was denervated in all eleven experiments (33 trials) without a

detectable change in the ability to entrain locomotion. Figure 20 represents an entrainment

trial immediately after total hip joint denervation showing ipsilateral and contralateral

entrainment. Figure 204 shows the harmonic entrainment of locomotor activity to a hip rycle

frequency sweep from 1.05 Hz (HCD : 950 ms) to 0.ßHz (HCD :2750 ms). The iSMAB

nerve shows strong entrainment (mean frequency ratio = 99.2 Vo s : 6.8). In contrast, the

coSM (Figure 20D) shows entrainment \Ãiith a mean frequenry ratio of 1O7.6Vo with increased

variance (s=25.1) and a less stable phase relationship.

The locomotor rhythm generator was capable of phase locking to the mechanically

imposed hip motion within a single step cycle (Figure 20). In Figure 20A\ tbe frequenry of

locomotion matched the imposed hip rycle frequency \Aiithin one fictive step cycle, even

though the difTerence in frequency between the pre-perturbation locomotion (0.75 Hz) and

initial imposed hip motion (1.05 Hz) was substantial.

Entraínment : Extensíve D enerv ation

Progressive denervation of the ipsilateral hindlimb beyond the initial denervation state

and the hip joint capsule denervation resulted in a decrease in strength and incidence of

entrainment, as well as increased incidence of subharmonic forms of entrainment. A

representative example of entrainment after extensive denervation is shown in Figure 21.
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Panels A - D are six second excerpts f¡om a continuous entrainment trial of 45 seconds

showing the fictive step cycle durations during unperturbed MLR evoked fictive locomotion

and three imposed hip cycle frequencies. The longest imposed hip cycle duration was three

times the unperturbed MLR evoked step cycle duration. In this trial, the hip joint capsule

nerves were transected and the capsule physically disrupted. The iliopsoas muscle was

tenotomized from the lesser femoral trochanter and prevented f¡om undergoing length

changes by suturing the severed tendon to a fixed point (a reflected skin flap). The inferior

gluteal nerve, superior gluteal nerve and caudal femoral cutaneous nerve were transected.

The tendons from all muscles inserting on the greater and lesser trochanter were tenotomized

and sutured to a skin flap. The cutaneous maximus between the femur and thorax was

severed. The newe supply to the adductor femoris, adductor longus and pectineus muscles

were left intact.

When the step rycle duration/hip cycle duration and the frequenry ratio/phase plots

in the extensive denervation state (Figurc 22) are compared with those of the initial

denervation state (Figure 18) or with those of the initial denervated state with hip joint

capsule denervation (Figure 20), a slight decrease in the strength of entrainment between the

ENG activity and the imposed hip motion is observed. In Figure 22 (A & C), the step cycle

duration/hip cycle duration plots exhibit linear relationships but with slopes departing from

unity. The polar plots reveals frequenry ratio values to be distributed near the TNVo bne,

with an mean of I01.1Vo but with a slightly greater amount of variance (s = 7.6 in B and s

= 7.']-, in D) than observed in the initial denervation state.

In three of the eleven experiments, progressive afferent elimination led to the point

where a greatly reduced number (less than or equal to 3) of hindlimb muscle and nerve

supplies were left intact by the end of the experiment. These states of denervation
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represented near minimal configurations of muscle afferents where the imposed hip

movement still yielded entrainment. The following sets of innervated muscles were capable

of producing entrainment (harmonic or subharmonic): 1. obturator externus and adductor

femoris (brevis portion); 2. adductor longus and pectineus; 3. pyriformis and gemellus

superior.

Subharmonic Entrainment

After extensive denervation, subharmonic entrainment was observed in 16 trials (5

cats). In entrainment trials showing subharmonic coupling, the relationship between nerve

activity and the imposed hip motion was not readily apparent f¡om the raw data plot or

duration/duration plots (Figure 23A &.238). The superiority of the frequenry ratio/phase

plot is demonstrated in Figure23 (C & D), clearly showing intermixed subharmonic (2:7,3:'l',

4:1. and 5:1) and harmonic entrainment (1:1) of the ipsilateral and contralateral nerve activity.

It is important to note that a stable phase relationship was maintained between ENG activity

and imposed hip rycle, even though the ability to maintain harmonic entrainment was lost-

Entraínment: Contral ateral Hinàlímb

The locomotion of the contralateral hindlimb was inconsistently affected by the

mechanical perturbations. The contralateral hindlimb ENG activity showed harmonic (Figure

20A &.20D) and subharmonic entrainment (Figure 23), as well as independent locomotor

activity (not shown). Mechanically imposed hip motion was unable to induce entrainment of

contralateral hindlimb locomotion without first entraining the ipsilateral side. In all

contralateral entrainment trials (n=17), the strength of contralateral entrainment was less

than the ipsilateral side.



Entraínment: Total lpsilateral Deneruation

In trvo experiments (6 trials), complete ipsilateral hindlimb afferent elimination lead

to desynchronization between locomotor activity and the imposed hip movement from a prior

state of strong entrainment. In these trials, the imposed hip cycle frequency was maintained

near the unperturbed MLR evoked step cycle frequency to provide the gteatest opportunity

for the locomotor rhythm generator to phase lock to the mechanically imposed hip motion.

Figure 24 shows one of the trials whe¡e the ipsilateral hindlimb has been completely

denervated (verified by post-mortem dissection). Figure}4 (B & C) are frequenry ratio/phase

plots of ipsilateral and contralateral nerves showing desynchronization (lack of a stable phase

relationship).

In all of the entrainment experiments there were ENG amplitude variations in nerves

other than PB or ST (eg. Figure 17 - iLG-S, iSMAB; Figure 20 - coSM ; Figure 21 - iLG-S;

However, these ENG amplitude variations were not related to the amplitude of hip

displacement nor was there a consistent relationship between the ENG amplitude and the

frequenry of hip motion. Even in those ENG recordings which exhibited marked amplitude

variation, such as iLG-S in Figure 17,the temporal relationship to other ENG activity, as well

as the burst duration for a constant step cycle frequency remained constant.
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E. EXectrÍcal Entrainment

Hindlimb peripheral nerve electrical stimulation was used in 10 experiments in which

the animals exhibited MLR evoked locomotion- In seven of these experiments, electrically

evoked entrainment of locomotion was possible for as total of 62 entrainment trials. The
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peripheral hindlimb nerves routinely tested for the ability to entrain locomotion included IG,

Sm, ST, PB, TÀ and LG-S. Table L summarizes the results of stimulation of these nerves on

the ability to entrain locomotion. In all entrainment trials with muscular nerve stimulation,

the stimulus period was coextensive with the extensor burst duration. In many cases, low

threshold stimulation of any newe, in association with MLR stimulation, produced more

robust locomotion even in the absence of entrainment.

NER\rE

IG

SM

7.27

Stimulation Intensity

ST

1.57

PB

LG-S

2.OT

TA

Table 1" Summary of the ability of peripheral nerve stimulation to entrain locomotion. A '+'

symbol indicates entrainment, a '++'indicates best entrainment, a'-'symbol indicates lack

of entrainment, NT indicates that the stimulus strength was not tested, * indicates that this

stimulus strength would occasionally abolish locomotion and replace the phasic activity with

tonic.

+

5.07

++

+

++

10.07

+

+

++

++

+

++

'*-r

+

+

NT

+

+*

+

NT
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Figure ?5 ß a representative example of entrainment using 2T stimulation of the

semimembranosus nerve. Using stimulus intensity values below 2T would continue to entrain

but with decreased strength. The minimum stimulus intensity required to entrain was 1.5T.

In this figure, it is evident that the stimulus entrains the activity of nerves which innervate

muscles spanning all the joints of the hindlimb. The reflex responses evoked due to the low

frequency, inter-burst stimulation of the SM nerve are evident in the AB ENG and are absent

from the other nerves. A raster plot of the stimulus, the LG-S ENG and the IP ENG is

shown in Figure 26.The dramatic step to step variations in stimulus duration (range: L725 ms

to 2950 ms) are evident and correspond with a covariation in step cycle duration (Figure 27).

Substantial inter-cycle period changes of the electrical stimulus trains were employed to

demonstrate the faithful entrainment of locomotor activity. Figures 26 and27 show that the

SM stimulus period was associated with the extensor ENG activity.

Figure 28 shows a time domain plot of locomotor entrainment from electrical

stimulation of the ST nerve at 2.2T. Stimulation below 2.0T would not evoke ent¡ainment

of the locomotor rhythm using either the PB or ST nerves in any of the electrical

entrainment experiments. The phases of the start of the IP and TA ENG are similar and

correspond to the end of the ST stimulus. The phase of the start of AB and LG ENG activity

coincides with the start of the ST stimulus.The extensor ENG activity was coextensive v/ith

the stimulus train. The duratio¡r/duration plot is shown in Figure 29 revealing a strong

covariation in the stimulus cycle duration and the step cycle duration.

Using the ipsilateral TA nerve, it was possible to entrain the locomotor rhythm using

stimulus intensities ftom 7.2 to 5T. Figure 30 shows the time domain plot of locomotion

entrainment to 2T iTA stimulation. The unperturbed MLR evoked locomotor step cycle

duration was 1.18 seconds and the step rycle duration could be modulated from 0.8 s to 1.6
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s by TA electrical stimulation. The FDL ENG exhibited a step cycle frequenry dependent

shift in activation pattern from primarily fle,xor to a mixed activation and finally to a pure

extensor form. The stimulus triggered raster plot of TA2T stimulation, AB ENG and ST

ENG are shown in Figure 31.{ From this plot, it can be seen that the TAstimulation period

is in phase with the extensor AB burst. The duration of the TA stimulus was linearly related

to the step cycle duration (Figure 318).



DiscussÍon

A. LPG OrganizatÍon

These data presented in this study were consistent with a locomotor pattern generator

organization which involves a bipartite rhythm generator (RG) based upon the half-centre

organization that has been localized in the lumbar spinal cord (Jankowska, Jukes, Lund and

Lundberg, I967a,b) and pattern shaping output circuitry interposed between the rhythm

generator and motoneurones.

The rhythm generating circuitry has been shown to be responsive to a variety of low

threshold muscle affe¡ents arising from the hindlimb. The Ib afferents appear to be the

primary group responsible for mediating entrainment of the locomotor rhythm. This is

discussed in the latter half of this section entitled Peripheral Confrol of l-ocomotor Rhythm.

The function of the interposed output circuitry is to assure strict alternating activity

between flexor and extensor motoneurones, in other words to prevent co-contraction. These

output circuits are termed reciprocity modules (RM) and are based upon a reciprocal

inhibitory organization previously described (Jordan, Brownstone, Kriellaars and Noga, L986,

Noga 1987). Specific modifications of the basic reciprocity module have been suggested to

account for the biphasic activity patterns of bifunctional motor units (Kriellaars, Brownstone,

Noga, Jordan, 1987) and other aspects of the complex locomotor output pattern. This

organization is presented in schematic form in Figures 32.The evidence for this organization

is discussed below.
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Examination of the data from a large sample of single motoneurone and pair-wise

motoneurone impalements has revealed that there is a flexion/extension based, alternating

rhythmic drive conveyed to motoneurones. This bipartite, rhythmical synaptic drive was

observed in all motoneurone species recorded including bifunctional motor units. This

rhythmical drive was consistentwith the characteristics of the half-centre organization (Brown,

19L1,,1914, Jankowska, Jukes, Lund and Lundberg, 7967a,b, Lundberg, 1981).

Independent of the motoneurone species sampled, including biphasic LDPs of

bifunctional motor units, the origin of the locomotor drive potentials could be associated with

either the flexor or extensor portion of the rhythmical drive (for instance see Figure 14). Pair-

wise records of motoneurones innervating antagonistic muscles exhibited a powerful inverse

relationship between depolarization and hyperpolarization at the flexion to extension (FEÐ

and extension to flexion (EFÐ transition zones, where the onset of hyperpolarization in the

agonist is coincident with depolarization in the antagonist, and vice versa. In strict antagonists

motor units, not only were the transitions coincident but the entire LDP waveforms were

essentially inverted images of each other. In addition, these pairs have coincident peak rates

of membrane polarization at the transition zones. These findings reflect the high degree of

concomitant drive from pre-motoneuronal interneurons to all the motoneurones of the

hindlimb.

The multipartite ENG patterns observed could be readily associated with the

alternating flexor and extensor intracellular drive. Comparison of multipartite ENG activity

to intracellular records of pure extensor and flexor motoneurones revealed that all ENG

1. Rhythm Generator
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activity falls in the domain of either the active phase (depolarized portion) of a flexor related

LDP or the active phase of an extensor related LDP.

These findinp are wholly consistent with alternating drive from a bipartite or half-

centre based rhythm generator. It was unnecessary to propose additional rhythm generating

circuits (Grillner, 1981) to account for the underlþg synaptic events in motoneurones.

MLR phase locked PSPs have previously been shown to reflect the pre-motoneuronal

intemeuronal contributions to locomotor related membrane potential fluctuations or LDPs

(Shefchyk and Jordan, 1985, Noga, 1987). This was further supported by the data obtained

from pair-wise motoneurone recording where 1) the membrane potentials of flexor and

extensor motoneurones were virtual inverted images, and2) a strong inverse covariation was

observed between the MLR evoked PSP amplitude between flexor and extensor

motoneurones (Figure 13). This revealed that the synaptic drive from interneurons producing

the MLR evoked PSPs in the flexor motoneurone population were strongly coupled to the

interneurons controlling the membrane potential of the extensor motoneurone population,

and vice versa. In other words, the inhibitory drive in the extensor pool was strongly coupled

to the excitatory drive in the flexor pool, and this neuronal circuitry was reciprocally

organized,

The strong relationship between the LDP and the MLR PSPs (Shefchyk and Jordan

1985 and this study) permits the guarded use of MLR PSPs for the prediction of

interneuronal contributions to locomotor related motoneurone membrane potential

fluctuations. In pairs of extensors or pairs of flexors, the onset of the MLR EPSPs and IPSPs

2. Reciprocity Module
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were coincident. However, when flexor/extensor pairs were examined, there was a latency

between the onset of the EPSP in one motoneurone to the onset of IPSP in the other

motoneuron. This latenry was consistent with one synaptic delay between the production of

an EPSP in a motoneurone and an IPSP in the other. These observations are wholly

consistent with a pre-motoneuronal interneuronal circuit based upon reciprocal inhibition

(reciprocity module). The reciprocity module consists of a flexor related excitatory

interneuron pool (F"w) which contributes to the LDP depolarization in pure flexor

motoneurones and the drives the flexor related depolarization in biphasic motoneurones

(FDL, PB and ST). In addition, these F"ru interneurons monosynaptically drive a pool of

inhibitory interneurons (F,*) which project to extensor motoneurones and contribute to the

hyperpolarized phase of extensor motoneurones. The remainder of the RM consists of

extensor related excitatory (8"*) and inhibitory (E,*) interneuron pools organized in mirror

fashion to the flexor related interneurons. See Figure 32 for a schematic representation of

the postulated neuronal pools involved in locomotor pattem generation. The inhibitory

interneurons of the RM may also reciprocally project to the excitatory interneurons. The basic

function of the RM circuit is to assure strict alternation (no coactivation) between flexor and

extensor motoneurones. This function is consistent with the strong reciprocal activation

pattern that was consistently observed between many ENG waveforms (see for instance,

Figure 3).

It was predicted that the reciprocal activity pattern could be disrupted by blockade of

the inhibitory components of the reciprocity module. In one preliminary experiment (not

shown), this prediction was tested by application of the glycinergic antagonist, strychnine.

After strychnine application, a progressive overlap (co-contraction) between flexor and

extensor ENGs was observed while maintained rhythmic output was preserved consistent with
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the postulated organization of the reciprocity module and glycinergic mediated inhibition.

Additional experiments are required to confirm the these preliminary observations.

If the pre-motoneuronal interneurons participating in these reciprocity modules also

participate in the control of rhythm, a change in excitability of these interneurons would

require a change in output frequenry. Since independence of amplitude and frequency has

been observed during entrainment trial, as well as amplitude independence between joints,

a scheme which involves the division of rhythm generating circuitry from amplitude control

circuitry is proposed (Figure 32) which is wholly consistent with the findings and conclusions

of Rossignol, Julien, Gauthier and Lund (1982) and l-ennard and Hermanson (1985).

A question arises whether the RG and RM circuits can function in an independent

fashion, a strict separation. Specifically, can the motor output (or an internal representation

of an output) be derived from the rhythm generator without the addition of the reciprocity

module circuitry. Some anecdotal evidence is available which supports this very contention.

It is known that the hyperpolarized phase of the LDP can be reversed by chloride injection

(Orsal, Perret and Cabelguen, 1986) and that strychnine can abolish the hyperpolaiued phase

of LDPs (Pratt and Jordan, 1987) without alteration in step cycle frequency. These

observations are consistent with the notion that the hyperpolarized phase arise from inhibitory

synaptic drive and that these inhibitory interneurons are glycinergic in nature. In consideration

of this information, it was postulated that reciprocity module failure could be induced by

application of a glycinergic antagonist which would result in overlap of antagonist ENG

activity. In one preliminary experiment, in the early stages of strychnine administration a

3. Separation of RG f¡om RM
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progressive overlap of ENG activity was observed t¡/ith maintained rhythmic output. This

represents a partial dissociation of the RM f¡om the RG, in which the inhibitory interneurons

of the RM were blocked. Thus, the RM circuit would be disrupted resulting in direct

transmission of RG output to motoneurones. In this case, what causes the overlap? If the RG

produced distinct and rapid phase transitions then no overlap would be expected but if the

RG produced sinusoidal-like output by a population of interneurons, then overlap would be

expected. The findings are consistent with the notion that the RG acts like a sinusoidal or

pendular oscillator with trvo anti-phase outputs (sine wave and inverted sine wave) which

would drive the interposed RM interneurons. The view that the oscillator might be pendular

in nature was first postulated by Brown (1911) where he stated that "the phenomena which

underlie the phasic act of progression may be likened to the beating of a pendulum". The

reciprocity modules would act like flip-flops converting the pendular drive into a strict

alternating drive. This type of configuration has two intriguing features. The first is that

sinusoidal oscillators are very sensitive to external drive during all phases of activity making

them good candidates for adjusting frequenry and phase in response to peripheral or

descending signals. The sensitivity of the RG to peripheral input has been amply

demonstrated in entrainment experiments (Andersson and Grillner, 1983 and this study).

Second, the flip-flops would convert the sinusoidal input into a two-state output. The flip-flop

or reciprocity module would achieve this by increasing the state transition rates (transitions

from flexion to extension and extension to flexion), analogous to over-amplification of a

sinusoidal signal. In neuronal terms, the reciprocity module would have high gain which would

insure reciprocating, non-overlapping activity of antagonist muscles and would not alter the

characteristic stepping frequenry. In addition, the dynamics of this type of system would allow

for independent amplitude and frequenry control, as well as independent amplitude control
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for different muscles (especially useful for stepping over obstructions without altering step

frequency).

A variation of this type of analytical model has been developed (Patla, Calvert and

Stein, 1985). They employed three labile, relæration oscillators, one for each major joint of

the limb with a sinusoidal output controlling the flexor and extensor components. The output

of each oscillator was transformed by a non-linear shaping ñ¡nction that produced the

complex locomotor output pattern. This model was capable of locomotor speed variations

with smooth transitions in control parameters. An implementation of this model with the

organization proposed in this study would be enlightening.

Another situation which might depict RG and RM separation is Dopa induced

locomotion. Hallmarks of L-Dopa induced locomotion are the spindle-shaped ENGs and the

extremely slow step rycle rate (Conway, Hultborn and Kiehn, 1987, Grillner L985, Grillner

and Dubuc 1988).In many instances, L-Dopa induced locomotion exhibits substantial overlap

between flexor and extensor ENGs (Zangger,1981, Grillner and Zangger,1979, Kiehn,7990,

Conway, Hultborn and Kiehn, 1987). Given that the slow rate of progression is an indicator

of sub-normal neuronal state, one might presume that a lowered state of excitability exists in

portions of the LPG. The observations that L-Dopa induced locomotion can be influenced

to produce near nonnal output rates and patterns given external facilitation such as

administration of 4-AP (increased speed to normal locomotor range, Zangger,1.981, Dubuc,

Rossignol, Lamarre, 1986), clonidine (Grillner andZangger,7979) and cutaneous stimulation,

such as tail pinch (Rossignol, Julien, Gauthier and Lund, 1982) arc consistent with this

notion. Given that the RG is sinusoidal in nature and that the RM acts like a flip-flop, then

if the inhibitory interneuronal pool involved in RM were not active during Dopa induced

locomotion, the RM would act like a slave transmission circuit to the RG. This would result
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in propagation of the sinusoidal signal onto the motoneurones, the outcome of which would

be spindle shaped ENGs with overlapping activity at flexion to extension and extension to

flexion transitions.

Some authors have recommended that a special oscillator circuit is required to account

for activity patterns of bifunctional nerves which do not exhibit strict alternation, such as ST,

FDL and EDB (Grillner, 1981., Grillner, 1985, Stein, 1985). They state that this complex

motor pattern is inconsistent with a half-centre organization. Grillner has proposed the unit

burst generator hypothesis for the generation of locomotion, where a number of separate

oscillators (of unknown neural make-up) are coupled together to produce the motor pattern.

In order to dispense with the half-centre organization it must be shown that it is incapable

of producing complex, multipartite actMty patterns. In this study, the origin of biphasic

activity in nerves such as FDL, PB, and ST is shown to be wholly consistent with bipartite

rhythm generation if a specialized pattern shaping circuitry based upon the reciprocity module

is interposed between RG and motoneurones. The exact organization of this specialized

circuit underlying the rhythm generator is unknown but some researchers have identified

pathways which might explain this biphasic activity (Schmidt et al. 1988)

FDLENG activity has been fairlywell charactenzed for treadmill (O'Donovan, Pinter,

Dum and Burke, 1982) and fictive locomotion (Fleshman, Lev-Tov and Burke, 1984 and this

study). When compared to the locomotor activity of FHL and the triceps surae group there

is a differential activation of FDL, in which FDL exhibits a burst of activity during the early

flexor phase or sandwiched between extension and flexion. This activation is in deviance with

4. Bifunctional Variations of Reciprocity Module
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the following observations; i) FDL is a strict anatomical agonist to F[IL, and ü) FDL has a

common Ia projection organization to FHL. In addition to the unexpected differential

activation of FDL, the temporal location of the differential burst within the intracycle motor

pattern is an apparent violation of bipartite organization (Fleschman, Lev-Tov and Burke,

te84).

Comparison of intracellular records of pure extensor motoneurones to the activity of

FDL nerve revealed an extensor related burst and a burst which occurred at or immediately

after the peak rate of LDP hyperpolarization in extensor motoneurones. When compared to

a pure flexor (TA) LDP, the distinctive FDL burst occurred clearly at or immediately after

the onset of depolarization. This clearly places this FDL burst in the flexor domain. FDL

motoneurone impalements have revealed that the LDP usually shows two distinct depolarized

phases (with an exception being Figure 14) which is representative of the various patterns of

population spiking behaviour observed in FDL EMG or ENG. Based upon the data presented

in this study, the origin of the distinctive FDL burst is consistent with an origin f¡om flexor

related interneuronal drive.

In one case, the intracellular record of an FDL motoneurone exhibited a monophasic

LDP, this finding could be considered a case for multipartite rhythm generating organization.

A comparison of the MLR phase locked PSPs in a FDL motoneurone which had a

monophasic LDP which spanned the EFT zone and a MG motoneurone revealed that at the

EFT zone there was departure in the form of MLR PSP observed. For the duration of the

extension phase, the FDL and MG motoneurones exhibited coincident MLR EPSPs which

displayed similar modulations with respect to membrane potential level. Based upon the basic

organization of the reciprocity module (Figure 32), this was evidence that common pre-

motoneuronal excitatory interneurons (E"N) or interneurons with mmmon drive were
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contributíng to the membrane potentials of these motoneurones. At the EFT, a mixed

excitatory/inhibitory PSP was observed in the MG Mn. The FDL MLR PSP, on the other

hand, remained as an EPSP (Figure 15 & 1,6). This discrepanry between the MLR PSPs may

reflect that a change in the contribution of pre-motoneuronal interneurons to the FDL and

MG LDPs had occurred. Specifically, a pool of flexor related excitatory interneurons (F.*)

distinct from the extensor excitatory interneurons (Figure 32) was actively contributing to the

production of MLR EPSPs and the LDP in the FDL motoneurone while the MG Mn started

to receive input from the flexor related inhibitory interneurons (F,*). As the flexion phase

progressed the FDL MLR EPSP converted to a mixed excitatory/inhibitory PSP which

corresponded to the reduction in FDL LDP amplitude. In the latter portions of the flexion

phase, the FDL MLR PSPs converted to IPSPs. For the MG motoneuron, as the flexion

phase ensued the flexor related inhibitory pathway of the reciprocity module was progressively

activated leading to increased inhibitory drive to MG and the occurrence of a MLR phase

locked IPSPs. During the EFT, the extensor related excitatory pathway of the reciprocity

module was progressively deactivated leading to a decrease in the amplitude of the MLR

phase locked EPSP in the MG Mn and abolition during the flexion phase. The MLR IPSP

in the MG continued to increase in amplitude with progression into the flexion phase.

Without the benefit of MLR phase locked PSPs, the existence of an LDP which spanned a

transition zone would have been, on the surface, inconsistent with a half-centre organization.

A remarkably similar variation of EPSPs evoked by stimulation of the superficial

peroneal (SP) nerve was observed at the extension to flexion transition zone in FDL

motoneurones was observed by Schmidt, Meyers, Fleshman, Tokuriki and Burke (1988). They

found that the SP-EPSPs were markedly enhanced during the early flexion period, as well as

having a shorter onset latency fiust less than 0.6 ms). They postulated that the last order pre-
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motoneuronal excitatory interneuronal pool in the SP pathway was mediating the locomotor

related excitatory drive to the FDL motoneurones during the early flsdon phase. It is possible

that these interneurons are coextensive with the interneurons participating in the specialized

reciprocity modules to bifunctional motor units, in particular the FDL motor pool.

In addition to the relationship of the FDL ENG to intracellular events, the

comparison of FDL ENG to other bifunctional ENGs was revealing. The FDL flexor burst

was occasionally similar to the flexor activity patterns of PB and ST where the onset of FDL

flexor activity was coincident with the onset of PB or ST ENG. Thus, the FDL flexor burst

is not unique among motoneurones innervating pluriarticular muscles (PB and ST). In fact,

the similarity of PB, ST and FDL activation patterns may reflect that the neural circuits

responsible for these patterns may be comparable and possibly even partially coextensive.

Consequently, circuits may be established which explain the behaviour of these motor pools

collectively, rather than separately. Hence, FDL, ST and PB can be categorized as an

extensor-biased bifunctional motor group based upon their basic activity patterns during

locomotion being mainly extensor in nature with a short flexor burst. Overall, the pre-

motoneuronal interneuronal organizationwould reflect (indeed, be responsible for) the flexor

or extensor bias of the specific bifunctional motor pool. In the extensor-biased bifunctional

motor group, it is suggested that these motoneurones receive excitatory drive from both the

flexor and extensor interneurons (E * and F.N) but only receive inhibition (F,-t) from the

flexor half of the circuit. This would entail a simple modification of the basic reciprocity

module. This type of circuit would provide a very short duration flexor related depolarization

capable of generating a few spikes during the initial flexor phase. This would account for the

FDL flexor burst pattern of activity where the burst duration is invariably short. However, this

would not readily account for prolonged PB or ST flexor burst activity. However, the source
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of flexor related inhibition to the PB or ST pools may not be as explicit as for FDL It is

possible that the pre-motoneuronal interneuronal organization might reflect the basic

motoneuronal organization. If so, the notable absence of a pure knee flexor motor pool might

relate to a lack of pre-motoneuronal inhibition to the PB and ST pools. However, one can

not rule out the contribution of inhibition from other sources or other specialized circuitry.

Further research into the pre-motoneuronal organization to FDL, PB and ST motoneurones

is necessary.

The locomotor drive potential has been shown to consist of mixed excitatory and

inhibitory drive by chloride reversal, strychnine administration, and constant current injection

(Perret, 1987, Orsal, Perret, Cabelguen, 1986, Pratt and Jordan,1987). On this basis one can

¿ìssume that for pure flexor or extensor motoneurones, the extension/flexion transitional

membrane potential trajectories arise from a combination of decreased excitatory drive and

increased inhibitory drive for the hyperpolarizing edge of the LDP and increased excitatory

drive and decreased inhibitory drive for the depolarizing edge of the LDP. If extensor-biased

bifunctional motoneurones do not receive or have diminished extensor interneuron inhibition,

then the initial portion of the extension to flexion transition zone would consist only of

diminished extensor excitation. As the flexor excitatory interneuronal drive developed, a brief

period of summation between these two synaptic inputs would occur. This would enhance the

probability of an earlier onset of action potential activation during the flexion phase when

compared to pure flexors like TA or IP. Especially since the EFT zone in pure flexor

motoneurones would consist of combined effects of diminished inhibitory and enhanced

excitatory inputs. A substantial amount of inhibitory drive has been demonstrated by chloride

injection into ST motoneurones during the latter portion of extension (Orsal, Perret and

Cabelguen, 1986) contrary to what would be expected based upon the previous argument.
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However, the ST motoneurone depícted did not ø<hibit a pronounced extensor related

depolarized wave unlike most PB and FDL motoneurones. This might reflect a slightly

different interneuronal organization for the ST pool as opposed to the PB or FDL pool or

a state dependent variation in the neuronal circuitry. Further examination of the inhibitory

contributions to PB and ST motoneurone LDPs is required.

TA ENG activity has been shown to be retarded with respect to; i) the FDL ENG

flexor burst and, ii) on occasion, the PB and ST ENG flexor bursts. The onset of TA ENG

is typically highly correlated to the termination of FDL ENG activity. These findings are

similar to those of Fleschman, Lev-Tov and Burke (19U) in both MLR induced and LDopa

induced fictive locomotion. However, the onset of depolarization in TA motoneurones is not

delayed with respect to PB or FDL ENG activity. From this data, it is possible to postulate

that TA activity is depressed by a FDL discharge related neuronal mechanism. There are two

types of circuits which could account for this phenomenon, one post-motoneu¡onal and one

pre-motoneuronal. The recurrent inhibitory pathway is a potential candidate for a post-

motoneuronal circuit. Certainly, recurrent inhibition has been shown to have a suitable

proximity and specificity based distribution (see Windhorst and Koehler, 1983). However, this

notion is not consistent with the finding that there is a lack of recurrent IPSPs observed in

TA from EDL nerve stimulation in high and low spinal cats (Hamm, 1990). However, a

preparation or locomotor state dependent variation in the gain of recurrent pathways can not

be ruled out. Evaluation of the contribution of recument pathways to TA retardation could

be accomplished by pharmacological blockade of the recunent inhibition (Noga, Shefchyk,

5. TA Retardation
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Jamal and Jordan, 7987) and examining the temporal relationship between the termination

of extension and the onset of FDL and TA activity. A figure presented by Noga and

coworkers (1987) provides some interesting information on the effect of Renshaw cell

antagonism by mecamylamine on the membrane potential of a flexor motoneuron. In their

Figure 4, a dose related alteration in amplitude of the LDP of an unidentified flexor

motoneurone is shown. Special attention to the rising edge of the LDP reveals an increased

rate of depolarization. Although, the flexor motoneurone was unidentified, the motoneurone

recording was made from the L6 spinal cord segment which is consistent with the location of

the TA motoneurone pool. These authors suggested that the Renshaw cell pathway was part

of a follower system and not part of the central pattern generator. Although these authors

demonstrated that the abolition or reduction of Renshaw cell activity ¡esulted in no

appreciable change in rh¡hm, the authors did not address the influence on intracycle motor

pattern which in addition to rhythm generation is a fundamental component of locomotor

pattern generation. In this light, it is important to ascertain whether 'follower' circuits do

participate in locomotor pattern generation. The role of recurrent inhibitory pathwap in the

production of intracycle motor pattern during mammalian locomotion needs to be examined

further. Given that FDL nerve activity does not always exhibit the flexor burst pattern, a

thorough examination of the temporal delay of TA in the absence of FDL flexor burst would

also be enlightening. Certainly, a pre-motoneuronal circuit tightly coupled to the generation

of spike trains or LDP flexor depolarization in FDL motoneurones would exhibit similar

correlations between FDL activity and TA retardation. Pair-wise recording of FDL and TA

motoneurone activity would be useful, especially with the addition of FDL peripheral nerve

stimulation to examine the possibility that a locomotor state dependent recurrent pathway

exists. Pair-wise recordings of IP and TA motoneurones to provide confirmation of the TA
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retardation mechanism would be important. It is expected that the TA would exhibit a slower

rate of depolarization than IP at the EFT zone. It is important to recognize that the time

delay of TA onset with respect to the onset of the FDL flexor burst is very short (typícally

less than 50 ms). As such, only a brief window of synaptic action is required to account for

both the activation of FDL and the delay of TA

B. Feripheral Control of Locomotor Rhythm

In the MLR fictive locomotion preparation, the neural circuitry responsible for

production of the locomotor pattern was shown to be very sensitive to peripheral input

produced by mechanical and electrical stimulation. Mechanically imposed sinusoidal hip joint

angular displacements and phasic electrical stimulation of individual peripheral nerves resulted

in entrainment of the locomotor rhythm. The entrainment phenomenon entailed matching

of the locomotor step frequenry to the peripherally applied frequency or an integer

submultiple of the peripheral frequenry, as well as phase locked locomotor activity to the

driving signal. It was demonstrated that the electrical activation of low threshold afferents

f¡om individual muscle nerves and mechanical activation of afferents, in as few as two intact

muscles, were capable of mediating entrainment. Not only was a small number of afferents

capable of mediating entrainment, but also a distributed set of afferents arising from distal

and proximal joints, as well as various nerves or muscles at each joint. Certainly, when a

greater number of muscles remained intact during the mechanical perturbations, which may

have resulted in the presentation of redundant or abundant afTerent information, the strength

of entrainment was demonstrably greater. On the other hand, complete ipsilateral denervation

resulted in desynchronization of the mechanically imposed sinusoidal hip motion and the
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locomotor rhythm. This indicated that the ipsilateral hindlimb afferents were primarily

responsible for mediation of locomotor entrainment.

1. Afferents Mediating Entrainment

Hip joint capsular afferents were shown to have a non-obligatory role in the

entrainment through selective denervation. This result is in contrast to the findings of

Shimamura, Kogure and Fuwa (1984) who found that the forelimb joint afferents were

essential for the initiation of forelimb stepping. In their experiments, the forelimb joint

capsules were anaesthetized and upon presentation of treadmill motion the forelimb stepping

was markedly reduced or abolished when compared to the unanesthetized state. Electrical

stimulation of the joint capsule resulted in the initiation but not entrainment of forelimb

locomotion. Although their paradigm did not duplicate the entrainment condition, it did

demonstrate a powerful, requisite role for the forelimb joint afferents. A further study

utilizing phasic electrical stimulation of the forelimb joint afferents would be required to

determine if these afferents are restricted to an initiation role or if they have an entrainment

capacity. In this study the non-essential role for hip joint capsular afferents was anticipated

based upon reports that these afferents lack static limb position sensitivity in the hip

flexion/extension plane (Carli, Farabollini, Fontani and Meucci, \979, Rossi and Grigg, 1982).

The heterogeneity among joints and receptors, in terms of architecture and the corresponding

sensitivity to movement, may partially explain the differential responses found for the forelimb

and hindlimb.

a. Hip Joint Afferents
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The non-obligatory role of the hip joint receptors does not rule out their contribution

to the control of locomotor rhythm especially since an afferent population effect was

demonstrated for s¡¡¡¿inmÊDt. The population effect was established by showing that the

strength of locomotor entrainment was diminished with a decreased number of ipsilaterally

intact afferent structures, mainly muscles. Progressive afferent denervation resulted in

decreased range of entrainment frequencies and subharmonic entrainment. Finally,

desynchronization between driving signal and locomotor frequenry occurred upon complete

ipsilateral denervation. Due to the population effect, an inability to entrain locomotion by

isolated electrical or mechanical stimulation of hip joint capsular nerves would not necessarily

indicate a lack of rhythm generator convergent circuitry but that an adequate number of

afferents were not activated, or activated in the appropriate fashion- Apparently, the ability

of the locomotor pattern generator to synchronize to external signals partially depends upon

the amount of afferent drive.

The collection of afferents which mediate entrainment certainly includes low threshold

muscular afferents (group I and group II) arising from muscles spanning the three primary

joints (hip, knee and ankle). Very low amplitude, longitudinal stretching of muscles (less than

50 micrometers) has been demonstrated to recruit both group Ia and II muscle spindle

afÏerents and given a minimum tension of 5 N the Ib afferents are also activated (Fetz,

Jankowska, Johannison and Lipski, 1979). Using a simple geometric calculation the length

changes in proximal hip musculature induced by sinusoidal hip displacements would be

conservatively estimated in the range of 0.5 to 2 mm for 10 to 20 degree angular

b. Muscle Afferents
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displacements. This magnitude of length change exceeds the threshold for activation of

afferents arising f¡om muscle spindles but is not sufficient to activate higher th¡eshold muscle

afferents. Muscle tensile force in excess of 5 N (slightly greater than 5@ grams) would be

required for Ib recruitment. An estimate of the muscular tensile force was not possible, thus

the mechanical activation of afferents arising from Golgi tendon organs can not be evaluated

for the mechanical perturbation e4periments.

In the electrical entrainment experimental series, the minimum intensity for electrically

induced entrainment was 1.5T (see exception below). The strength of entrainment improved

with increased stimulus intensity from 1.5T to 2.0 or 2.2T. Further increases in stimulus

intensity did not result in any appreciable change in entrainment in terms of strength of

entrainment, frequency or phase. These results are consistent with the notion that the major

contribution to electrical entrainment of locomotion was from group Ib afferents. Two other

groups of researchers have also concluded that group Ib afferents are important in peripheral

control of locomotion (Pearson and Duysens, 1980 Duysens and Pearson, 1976, Conway,

Hultborn and Keihn, 1988). Triceps surae muscle force levels have been demonstrated to be

capable of inhibiting the initiation of locomotor pattern generator output, as well termination

of ongoing locomotion (Pearson and Duysens, 1980 Duysens and Pearson, 1976). Conway,

Hultborn and Keihn (1988) have shown that low amplitude (< 5mm), sinusoidal stretching

of the gastrocnemius muscle will result in locomotor entrainment. Conway and coworkers

attributed the entrainment to group Ib afferent activity. Overall, given the findings of Pearson

and Dupens (1976,1980) and Conway, Hultborn and Keihn (1988), in addition to the finding

that entrainment was generally elicited by electrical stimulation consistent with a group Ib

activation, a fundamental role for Ib afferents in the ongoing control of locomotor frequency

is postulated.
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In one experiment, periodic stimulatíon at t.7l1of the TA nerve resulted in moderate

entrainment. This isolated case reflects the potential for group Ia afferents to mediate the

entrainment phenomenon. Since this was an isolated case caution must be exercised and

considerations made for inaccurate threshold adjustment, the health of the nerve, or

activation of very low threshold group Ib afferents. A series of experiments with small

increments in stimulus strength between 1.0 and 2.0 times threshold would provide additional

insight into the minimum strength required for entrainment. In addition, variations of the

stimulus train characteristics (rate and envelope) would provide additional information

concerning the type of signal required for entrainment. In this regard, a profile of the afferent

activity induced by sinusoidal hip motion would be useful. En passant recording of muscle

nerves with ventral root transection could provide this ensemble or single unit responses to

particular movements.

The contribution of group II muscular afferents to entrainment remains unclear.

Given the magnitude of the mechanical perturbations, group II afferents were certainly

activated. Group II afferents which are capable of encoding limb position would be important

for mediating phase switching where a specific hip position is required (Grillner and

Rossignol, 1978). A group of upper lumbar interneurons receiving potent group II input and

with additional convergence of muscle, skin and joint afferents have been postulated as having

an instrumental role in locomotion, in light of the crucial importance of hip position (Edgley,

Jankowska, Shefchyk, 1988). These interneurons are particularly suited for indicating hip

position and thus may be employed for signalüng termination of stance or swing or

modulating reflex pathways. Indeed, the spinal processing (such as difTerentiation) of group

tr input and integration with other afferent information would provide the LPG with detailed

information regarding the hindlimb state. These interneurons have been shown to have direct
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inhibitory and excitatory actions on hindlimb motoneurones (Cavallari, Edgley & Jankowska,

1987). This direct synaptic interaction with motoneurones is inconsistent with a rhythm

generating capacity for these interneurons based upon the LPG model proposed in this study.

In addition, a potent Ib input would be required for these interneurons to be involved in the

mediation of locomotor entrainment. This does not rule out their involvement in other

aspects of locomotor pattern generation.

Since phasic electrical stimulation at group I strengths resulted in entrainment, further

increases in stimulus strength would be of limited use to examine a positive influence of

higher threshold afferents to entrainment. However, a negative influence was occasionally

observed at high threshold stimulation. Stimulation at higher threshold strengths usually

resulted in no variation in entrainment capability, however some disruption was observed. In

these circumstances, high threshold stimulation (10T) would result in abolition of phasic

locomotor activity which was replaced by tonic extensor activity. This finding was analogous

to that found when mechanically imposed hip angular displacements were undertaken about

a hyper-extended or hyper-flexed position.

It was apparent that afferents conveying limb positions were not essential for switching

between flexion and extension due to the fact that phase switching could occur at a variety

of hip joint angles. Given that the LPG would couple the locomotor rhythm to a peripheral

trigger signal corresponding to a specific angular position, when the rate of locomotion varied

the temporal relationship between the afferent position signal and the movement would

necessarily deviate. This deviation would result in a shift in locomotor pattern generator

2. Ttre Peripheral Control Signal
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motor output with respect to conveyed position resulting in a non-static relationship between

limb position and ENG activity. The consequence of this might be inappropriately timed

muscle activity.

It appears that a frequenry sensitive properry is involved in the entrainment

phenomenon. A strong relationship was observed between the duration of mechanically

imposed cycles and the phase of ENG onset. As the cycle duration of hip angular

displacement increased, repeatable and progressive phase shifts in all nerves was observed.

The changes in ENG phase or timing observed in this study are probably to acc¡unt for

changes limb kinematics related to variations in step cycle frequenry.

Non-linear oscillators tend to adapt their frequencies to externally applied forcing

signals or to a subharmonic of the external periodic signal. The oscillator progresses through

subharmonics until fînally a random relationship results. The phenomenon of subharmonic

entrainment could be an important feature of the locomotor system to allow the internal

rhythm to synchronize or 'latch on' to external cues. 'When the mechanically imposed

movement frequency was substantially greater that the unperturbed MLR locomotor rate or

when the number of afferent bearing muscles were reduced, a subharmonic form of

entrainment was observed. Subharmonic entrainment could be achieved by an action on the

rhythm generating apparatus or by a watchdog circuit which 'clamps' the motor output in a

certain state while coercing the rhythm to synchronize to an external cue. Indeed, examination

of the subharmonic entrainment shown in Figure 23 reveals an underlying rhythmic change

in ENG amplitude in the ipsilateral nerves. This amplitude modulation which was at a

3. Subharmonic Entrainment
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frequency close to the previous step cycle frequenry. If the output was clamped at the output

stage without a corresponding alteration in rhythm, then the animal would have to wait for

casual synchronization to occur between internal frequenry and external constraints to

proceed with the next step. This could produce an extended impasse in progression when the

external cues were periodic in nature (eg. escalator) in addition to the internal frequenry. A

s)¡ìstem which would clamp the output while producing appropriate deviations in step cycle

frequency would demonstrate more rapid adaptation in latching circumstances.

Using a bipartite rhythm generator model based upon reciprocal inhibitory circuits

known to be housed in the spinal cord (Lundberg, L981, Jankowska, Jukes, Lund, Lundberg

t967a,b) the RG would have a finite number of sites for potential interaction with external

drive from periphery or descending systems. A number of interactions are discussed below.

4. Peripheral and Descending Interactions with the LPG

In order to modulate the step cycle frequency, the afferent signal must interact with

the rhythm generator circuitry. Occasionally, stimulus evoked responses were observed in

homonymous or strictly synergetic motoneurone pools during the ongoing entrained

locomotion but not in a widely distributed manner consistent with the entrainment

phenomenon. An action on a set of interneurons responsible for locomotor rh¡hm 'removed'

from direct synaptic interaction with motoneurones is proposed. Examination of intracellular

related events due to electrical and mechanical stimulation of peripheral afferents would

a- Harmonic Entrainment
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strengthen this position but is not essential for conceptual development. In order to entrain

the rhythm generator, an excitatory input onto one poot of the RG excitatory interneurons

would be required, the E"RG or F rc. Based upon the coextensive relationship between

electrical stimulation trains and extensor burst duration during electrical stimulation induced

entrainment, it appears that the step cycle frequency is matched to e:dernal frequenry by

variation of extensor burst duration. In this case, the peripheral input would excite E"RG and

act to reinforce the ongoing phase with indirect inhibition by E,*o of the opposite phase

(flexion). This method of entrainment \¡ias originally postulated by T. Graham Brown (7914),

,'peripheral afferent stimulus, as it were, captures one side of the pair of linked 'half-centres''

As long as the peripheral centripetal impulses impinge upon the centre there occurs a

constant elevation in the activation of one side of the unit system, and this may be sufficiently

great to prevent an actual reversal of activity while the stimulus is being." This proposal also

coincides with that of pearson and Duysens (1976) that the load responsive afferents have

a positive feedback effect on the extensor related comPonents of the LPG and a concomitant

negative feedback on the flexor or swing phase generator'

For subharmonic entrainment the LPG output would have to maintained in a

particular state until an external cue occurred or an over-riding descending command arrived'

This could be manifested in a variety of manners;

b. Subharmonic entrainment

i) maintain RM output and adjust RG frequency to synchronize to external cue and

then release RM to follow RG outPut,
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ü) maintain RG output and adjust RG frequency to synchronize with external cue,

and

üi) maintain RM output until RG synchronizes to orternal cue.

Based upon the subharmonic entrainment trial shown in Figure 23, where an

underþing rhyrhm is evident in the ipsilateral ENG it appears that situation i) may be utilized.

Further exploration is required to ascertain the organization responsible for subharmonic

entrainment.

In a catastrophic reaction, the LPG would have to terminate the ongoing rhythm

which would entail the termination of the current phase followed by the activation of the

opposite phase. For a catastrophic stimulus applied during the flexion phase, this would entail

excitatory input to EfG resulting in hyperpolarization of Mn. through disfacilitation, followed

by release of E"RG pool through disinhibition. This method of reset matches that proposed and

demonstrated by Conway, Hultborn and Keihn (1988) for locomotor resetting induced by

group I muscle nerve stimulation. In their experiments, delivery of a group I stimulus arising

from the extensor knee or ankle newes would result in termination of the flexor activity and

initiation of the extensor burst. Intracellular recordings of motoneurones during reset

stimulation revealed that the actions u/ere once removed from the motoneurones. For

instance, extensor group I stimulation resulted in hyperpolarization of a flexor motoneurone

due to disfacilitation and not from a direct post-synaptic inhibition. An alternative explanation

would be excitatory input to E.RG which would result in disfacilitation of Mn. but with

c. Reset
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immediate excitation of Mn" and possible coactivation. This second alternative is less

appeating since the potential exists to have coactivation of antagonistic muscles, which might

be counterproductive for an adaptive reaction'



C. Summary

The evidence presented in this study supports the contention that the origin of

synaptic drive to the motoneurones is derived from a bipartite neuronal rhythm generating

circuit. The multipartite locomotor output pattern is sculptured from the alternating rhythmic

drive by way of amplitude control circuits, termed reciprocity modules. Specializations of the

reciprocity module are proposed for specific types of motoneurones on the basis of motor unit

functionality. Itwas proposed the locomotor pattern generator is hierarchically organized into

two components, a rhythm generating component and amplitude control components

(reciprocity modules). This separation allows for independent control of the locomotor

frequenry and the amplitude of motor output consistent with observations during entrainment.

The rhythm or frequency generating circuitry is continuously sensitive to both

descending and peripheral signals for adaptation of rhythm to higher centre commands and

environmental demands. Low threshold muscular afferents were responsible for mediation of

locomotor entrainment. Group Ib afferents seem to have a preferential role in mediation of

the entrainment phenomenon. A dominant role for afferents arising from the hip has been

postulated (Grillner, 1981). In this study, the ability to entrain locomotion by electrical

stimulation of afferents arising from both proximal and distal musculature has been

demonstrated. The hip joint capsular afferents, however, were shown to play a non-essential

role in s¡¡¡¿inm€rt. In addition, the work of Conway, Hultborn and Keihn (1988) has shown

the ability to entrain locomotion by mechanical stimulation of afferents in the LG-S muscle.

Clearly, the afferent signals arising from distal musculature are also capable of powerfully

mediating the control of step cycle frequency. Indeed, based upon these findings one might
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postulate that the rhythm generating circuits depend upon a myriad, and quite possibly a

redundant set of afferents for phase and frequency qontrol'
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Figure 1 Temporal measurements and derivation of polar frequenry ratio/phase plot. Á. Hip

angular position (top trace) and electroneurogram (bottom trace). The hip cycle duration

(HCD) is based on peak hip extension angle. The hip cycle is converted into phase in degrees

where zero refers to peak hip extension and 180 refers to peak hip flexion for all entrainment

trials. Based on the start (S) and end (E) of ENG activity the following durations were

calculated; SS - start to start duration, EE - end to end duration (EE and SS durations

correspond to the step rycle duration), ES - end to start duration, SE - start to end duration

(burst duration). B An example of a frequency ratio/phase polar plot. For each step within

an entrainment trial the frequency ratio (percentage ratio of hip rycle duration to step cycle

durarion) and the phase of the start (S) of ENG activity v/ithin the hip rycle is plotted. The

radius of the polar plot corresponds to the frequency ratio. The circumference corresponds

to hip cycle phase in degrees. A one to one relationship between the hip cycle frequenry and

step cycle frequency corresponds to a 1,NVo frequenry ratio. Example calculations are shown

for the single step shown in,4'.
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Figure 2 MLR evoked locomotion showing ipsilateral and contralateral phasic ENG activity.

MLR stimulus parameters were 20 IJ10.2 ms, and 150 u'A. Average step rycle duration of

992 ms (s=84).
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Figure 3 )CY waveform plots of selected ENGS from Figure 2. The ENG amplitude was

normalized with respect to peak ENG amplitude. A strong orthogonal relationship can be

observed between iTA & iLG and iTA & iAB. ENGS with overlapping activity exhibit a

departure f¡om a pure orthogonal relationship (iTA vs iFDL). XY plots of extensor nerves

reflect the degree of similarity in burst pattern. Two hip extensor ENGs exhibit a strong

linear relationship (É : 0.96) with a slope approaching unity (m = 0.88). An )CY plot of a

hip extensor and ankle extensor (iAB vs iLG) reveals a definite departure from linearity but

does demonstrate substantial covariance (f : 0.5, m = 0.73). KY plot of a pure hip extensor

and the biphasic activity from a bifunctional nerve (AB vs PB) reveals combined orthogonal

and covariant relationships.
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Figure 4 Raster plot of selected ENGs from the data shown in Figure 2.The onset of FDL

activity was used as the step cycle marker. The delay in the onset of iTA with respect to the

onset of iFDL can be seen. The coactivation of the flexor bursts in iFDL and iPB is also

shown.
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Figure 5 The onset or start time of the iTA and iFDL ENG activity is plotted with respect

to the onset of the iAB ENG. The iAB ENG was used as the step cycle event ma¡ker.

Regression lines are plotted for each nerve (iFDL: f :0.95, m : 0.9, b : 49, iTA f :

0.96, m : 0.87, b : 99). The mean delay between the onset of iFDL and iTA flexor phase

activity was 35.8 ms (s : 5.6) for the range of step cycle frequencies observed.
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Figure 6 Locomotor drive potentials of a MG motoneuron and selected ENGs during a 15

second bout of MLR evoked fictive locomotion. Resting membrane potential of -63 mV. Peak

LDP amplitude of 6 mV. Calibration pulses (1 ms, 2 ^Y are inlaid on the intracellular

record. The x-axis is calibrated in seconds.
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Figure 7 Raster plot (derived from data shown in Figure 6)- Top trace is the intracellular

record of MG motoneuron. The first time derivative of the MG Mn membrane potential

(dv/dÐ is shown in the second trace from the top. In order to minimize the influence of the

calibration pulses and MLR evoked PSPs on the dV/dt the MG Mn membrane potential was

low pass filtered at 5 Hz prior to calculation of the derivative. For clarity, every second step

is shown for the MG Mn intracellular trace and the derived MG Mn dV/dt. The peak

hyperpolarizing MG Mn dVidt (downward, see asterisk) was used as the step cycle trigger.

The iMG ENG activity terminates at the start of MG Mn membrane hyperpolarization. The

onset of iFDL and iPB bursts occur after peak MG Mn hyperpolarizing dV/dt followed by

the onset of iTA
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Figure 8 MLR fictive locomotor activity in a TA motoneuron (X-axis is calibrated in seconds).

Resting membrane potential of -68 mV. Calibration pulses of 2 mV, 1 ms are overlaid on the

intracellular record. Average step rycle duration 973 ns (s=208). Note the shift in PB and

FDL ENG patterns from pure flexor to mixed extensor/flexor as the step cycle frequency

decreases.
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Figure 9 Raster plot of TA Mn and ENGs (data from Figure 8). The peak rate of

depolarization (upward dv/dÐ of the TA Mn was used as the step cycle trigger. For clarity,

every third step of the TA Mn membrane potential and TA Mn dv/dt were plotted. For the

TA Mn dv/dt, the TA Mn membrane potential was low pass filtered at 5 Hz prior to

difTerentiation. The onset iFDL and iPB ENG activity occurs after the peak TA Mn

depolarizing dV/dt in the TA motoneurone. Note the delay in onset of iPB & iTA relative

the onset of iFDL.
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Figure 10 Pair-wise recording of a flexor Mn antidromically activated by common peroneal

stimulation and a MG Mn along with bilateral ENGs during MLR evoked fictive locomotion.

The resting membrane potential was -58 mV for the CP Mn and -64 mV for the MG Mn.

The x-axis time scale is calibrated in seconds. The CP Mn did not exhibit action potentials

during this trial. Membrane potential calibration bars are shown for each motoneurone.
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Figure 11 Step cycle normalaed averaged membrane potential (^À) and dv/dt (E) of the CP

and MG motoneurones for the data shown in Figure 10. For illustration purposes, the step

cycle normalized averages are repeated for two cycles and the amplitude is normalized to the

maximum LDP amplitude- Both of the motoneurone memb¡ane potentials were low-pass

filtered at 5 Hz prior to averaging. In addition, the MG Mn action potentials were truncated

prior to averaging. The dV/dt calculations were derived from the low-pass filtered membrane

potentials. The dVidt amplitude was normalized to the peak dv/dt and the baseline was

adjusted for illust¡ation purposes. Note that the peak hyperpolanzingdv/dt is coincident with

the peak depolarizing dV/dt at both the rising and falling edges of the membrane potentials

and that the membrane potentials of the two motoneurones are essentially inverted images.
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Figure 12 MLR fictive locomotion showing simultaneous records of a TA Mn and a LG-S

Mn. Average step cycle duration of 7298 ns (s:101). Calibration pulses (2 mÐ are overlaid

on intracellular records at MLR stimulus rate. Large MLR phase locked PSPs are evident in

both motoneurones. Top right panel is an excerpt of locomotor trial (8250 - 9500 ms) showing

the inverse relationship between the membrane potentials and MLR evoked PSPs (TA Mn

is the top trace and the LG-S Mn is the bottom trace). The top left panel is an 200 ms

excerpt (4750 to 4950 ms) showing the timing of the MLR stimulus (asterisk).
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Figure 13 TA Mn MLR evoked PSP amplitude versus normalized step cycle (top panel)

averaged into 10 equally spaced bins over the step cycle. LG-S Mn MLR evoked PSP

amplitude versus normalized step cycle (middle panel). Comparison of the TA and LG-S PSP

relationship to the step cycle reveals a strong inverse relationship which is depicted in an XY

plot of MLR evoked PSP amplitude from the TA and the LG-S motoneurones (bottom

panel). A total of 265 frames were averaged during a 1.5 second bout of locomotion with i1

step rycles. Peak PSP amplitudes ,were measured in a 2 ms window. Note that this window

averaging will tend to under-estimate the IPSP amplitude.
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Figure 14 Pair-wise recording of FDL and MG motoneurones during MLR evoked fictive

locomotion. Both the FDL and MG motoneurones exhibited monophasic LDPs. Time scale

is calibrated in seconds. The resting membrane potential was -52 mV for the FDL Mn and -

59 mV for the MG Mn.
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Figure 15 ,A Step cycle averaged (n:6) motoneurone membrane potentials of the FDL Mn

(top trace) and the MG Mn (bottom trace) of the data shown in Figure 14. MLR phase

locked PSPs occurred at 50 ms intervals (MLR stimuli indicated by asterisks). Th" onset of

the MG Mn membrane hyperpolarization precedes that of the EDL Mn. A difference in the

magnitude and shape of the MLR evoked PSPs at the extension to flexion transition can be

observed.
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Figure 16 FDL and MG Mn PSPs at extension, transition and flexion phases. During the

fictive exrension phase the FDL and MG MLR evoked PSPs are excitatory with similar

latencies. During the transition phase, the FDL retains an MLR evoked EPSP (with faster

rise time and greater half-width compared to the FDL EPSP of the extension phase) while

the MG Mn exhibits a mixed excitatory and inhibitory MLR evoked PSP. During the fictive

flexion phase, the FDL MLR evoked EPSP diminishes and the MG Mn exhibits a MLR

evoked IPSP-
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Figure 17 Entrainment trial with initial hindlimb denervation..d Entrainment trial with three

imposed hip cycle frequencies and MLR evoked fictive locomotion- B-E Five second excerpts

f¡om trial shown in À Average step cycle duration and standard deviation depicted at top of

each panel. Hip angular displacements from ze¡o degrees (femur vertical) to 15 degrees

flexion.
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Figure 18 A & C Step cycle duration versus hip cycle duration plots. Plot derived from data

shown in Figure 2. A iSMAB ENG start to start (SS) duration versus imposed hip cycle

duration (HCD). In addition, the SE or burst duration is also plotted. Linear regression values

denoted at top of panel, 12 is the coefficient of determination, b is y intercept and m is slope.

C iTA ENG SS duration versus HCD. B & I) Frequency ratio/phase plots for iSMAB and

iTA ENGs. Radius corresponds to frequenry ratio (in percent) and circumference

corresponds to phase of ENG onset with respect to hip cycle. Regions a, b & c shown in the

iSMAB polar plot (B) separate the phase domains for the steps related to each of the three

imposed hip cycle frequencies.
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Figure 19 Hip cycle frequency dependent ENG phase relationships for the start of iTA and

iSMAB activity relative the phase within the hip cycle. Linear regression lines are plotted with

coefficients of determination. The linear relationships were significant at a alpha value of

0.01.
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Figure 20 Entrainment of ipsilateral and contralateral ENG activity after total ipsilateral hip

joint capsule denervation. ,4, Hip cycle durations from 2.15 to 0.95 s and unperturbed MLR

step rycle duration of 1.3 s. $ iSMAB SS frequenry ratio/phase plot. Mean frequency ratio

was 99.2 Vo (s:6.8Vo). A iTA SS frequency ratio/phase plot. Mean frequenry ratio of 98.7 Vo

(s:9.4). D coSM SS frequency ratioiphase plot. Mean frequency ratio was 107.6 Vo

(s=25.1Vo). Hip angular displacement from femur vertical to 15 degrees flexion.
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Figure 21 Six second excerpts from a 45 second continuous entrainment trial with extensive

hindlimb denervation. Step cycle durations with standard deviation shown at top of each

panel. The range of hip angular displacement was 10 degrees, centred about femur vertical.
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Figure 22 Entrainment in the extensive denervated state. Plots derived from data in Figure

6. ,A iSMAB ENG SS duration versus HCD. C iTA ENG SS duration versus HCD. Note

that the slope has departed from unity. B & Ð Frequenry ratio/phase plots for iSMAB and

iTA Mean frequency ratio of 107 Vo (s=7.6 for iSMAB and s=7.L for iTA).
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Figure 23 Entrainment trial showing harmonic and subharmonic entrainment in extensive

denervation state. B iSMAB SS duration versus HCD. C iSMAB SS frequency ratio versus

hip cycle phase showing 1:!,2:1. and 4:1 forms of subha¡monic entrainment. D coTA SS

frequency ration versus hip cycle phase showing 1,:L,2:7,3:1 and 5:1 entrainment. Note that

the phase of ENG activity is retained even when harmonic entrainment is lost. Hip angular

displacement from L0 degrees flexion to 10 degrees extension.
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Figure 24 Desynchronization of ENG activity and imposed hip movement with complete

ipsilateral hindlimb denervation state. B Frequency ratio/phase plot of ipsilateral flexor (iTA)

nerve. C Frequency ratio/phase plot of contralateral extensor based on the end of coSM

activity. Hip angular displacement of 20 degrees centred about femur vertical position. The

hip rycle frequency was kept near the unperturbed locomotor frequency to maximize the

opportunity for the rhythm generator to lock to the peripheral signal.
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Figure 25 Electrical entrainment with 2T iSM stimulation. Stimulus was on at 100 Hz during

times indicated by solid horizontal bars. Ipsilateral ENG activity shown. Reflex evoked

responses are evident in the iAB ENG due to low frequency (10 Hz) background stimulation

of iSM. Time axis is calibrated in seconds.
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Figure 26 A Raster plot of the 2T SM stimulus, iLG-S and iIP activity. The time calibration

bar is 500 ms.
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Figure 27 SM 2T stimulus cycle duration versus step cycle duration for iIP nerve. Regression

lines is plotted (f :0-96, m = 0.84, b= 308).
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Figure 28 Elect¡ical entrainment of MLR fictive locomotion wtth 2.2T ST electrical

stimulation. Stimulus duration is shown by horizontal lines. Time axis is calibrated in seconds.
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Figure 29 ST 2.2T stimulus rycle duration versus step cycle duration plot for iAB ENG.

Linear regression line is plotted (f :0.99, m : 0.99, b = 17).
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Figure 30 Ent¡ainment of MLR fictive locomotion by 2T iTA stimulation. Horizontal bars

indicate TA stimulus duration. Time scale calibrated in seconds. The TA stimulus is associated

with the extensor nerve activity. Note the conversion of FDL mixed extensor/flexor burst to

pure extensor burst with maintained PB and ST flexor activation.
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Figure 31 A Raster plot of.ZT TA stimulus and iAB and iST ENGs. B Stimulus durarion

versus step rycle duration with linear regression line plotted (f = 0.97, m = 1.08, b = -0.1).

TA stimulus period is coextensive with extensor ENG activity.
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Figure 32 General model for single hindlimb locomotor pattern generation. The synaptic

interactions are excitatory (line) and inhibitory (dot). Schematic interactions are indicated by

arrowhead- Extensor related neuronal elements are indicated by squares and flexor related

elements by circles. Motoneurones are indicated by triangles (upward - extensor, downward -

flexor)- Each neuronal element represents a pool of unknown size. Schematic LDps are

shown with interneuronal origins of the drive indicated (E"-extensor excitatory, E,-extensor

inhibitory, F"-flexor inhibitory, F,-flexor inhibitory). The locomotor pattern generator network

is divided into two components, the rhythm generator (RG) and the reciprocity modules

(RM). The rhythm generator model is based upon a bipartite or half-centre type organizatíon.

The reciprocal inhibitory organization of the reciprociry modules is based upon pair-wise

recording of strict antagonist motoneurones. The reciprocity modules are partitioned to allow

for independent control of amplitude of motoneurone output at diffe¡ent joints or for

diffe¡ent musculature. Peripheral and descending interactions are shown. A wide variety of

peripheral inputs can aiter the rhythm generator behaviour. Behaviours including resetting,

entrainment and phase switching. For straight locomotion, the peripheral input may be biased

to the extensor interneuronal elements since stance phase covariation is utilized for altering':
step cycle duration.

E.* - extensor pre-motoneuronal e;tcitatory int"rn"u.oo, of tfr" reciprocity module

F"* - flexor pre-motoneuronal excitatory interneurons of the reciprocity module

E,* - extensor pre-motoneuronal inhibitory interneurons of the reciprocity module

F,* - flexor pre-motoneuronal inhibitory interneurons of the reciprocity module

E"*o - extensor related excitatory interneurons of the rhythm generator

E,*o - extensor related inhibitory interneurons of the rhythm generator

F.*o - extensor related excitatory interneurons of the rhythm generator

F,Rc - extensor related inhibitory interneurons of the rhythm generator
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